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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Treasury and the Department of Corrections appointed Evans & Peck (New Zealand) Ltd

(E&P) to review the scope and design of Spring Hill Corrections Facility (SHCF) and the Otago

Regional Corrections Facility (ORCF). The review was to determine whether the current scope

of these facilities was appropriately set and whether capital cost savings can be made by

reducing the scope, and to make recommendations as to how appropriate principles of scope

could be applied to future prison builds.

This report deals with Part B of the review, regarding potential savings to be made in future

prison builds.

The methodology adopted was to benchmark the Spring Hill and Otago Corrections Facilities

against the Australasian Guidelines and two comparator prisons in Australia. Because of the

similarities of operational objectives in the New Zealand and Australian jurisdictions, similarity

of environmental factors and the availability of comparable data, it was agreed that the

review would rely on Australian prisons for benchmarking purposes. Hence other jurisdictions

such as the UK or Canada would not be considered.

The Terms of Reference set out three questions to be addressed by this review. The key

results are summarised below.

1.1 QUESTION 1: WHAT IS CORRECTIONS PURCHASING RELATIVE TO OTHER

JURISDICTIONS AND IS THIS APPROPRIATE?

Benchmarking against the Australasian Guidelines shows that the SHCF and ORCF prison

designs conform to the requirements of the Australasian guidelines with minor exceptions (as

is the case for the Australian comparator prisons).

In an overall sense, Corrections is purchasing prisons of like capability to similar prisons in

Australia. For example, SHCF and ORCF are both campus style facilities, accommodating a

range of inmate classifications and providing a range of programmes aimed at reducing

recidivism. At this level, the comparator prisons are very similar.

The benchmarking of SHCF and ORCF against the two Australian prisons chosen for

comparison, the ACT and Risdon prisons, shows that they compare favourably with one or

both of the comparator prisons in many aspects. However, there are some key areas in

which the SHCF and ORCF prisons exceed the comparator prisons equivalent design

provisions and standards of construction and finish, potentially adding costs to the projects.
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Where this occurs, the possible reasons for the differences could be:

 The New Zealand environment (both physical and/or cultural) requires additional or higher

standard facilities, or

 The operational objectives are perceived to require additional facilities. The need or

otherwise for these additional facilities would have to be demonstrated by improved

operational outcomes.

In some cases it appears additional value for money could have been achieved. The

differences identified represent potential opportunities for Corrections; the lower cost

alternatives revealed by the benchmarking could be considered in any future prison design.

The key areas E&P identified are (with detailed comparisons shown in Section 6):

 Accommodation blocks:

Cell design for medium-low security cells, use of multifunctional day space and cell

security/locks

 Other functional areas:

Gatehouse design, and

Perimeter construction.

Other areas such as industry buildings, health centres, programme, education and visit

centres while being comparable with the comparator prisons, are based on achieving certain

operational outcomes, and Corrections should consider the achievement of those outcomes at

SHCF and ORCF when planning these areas in any new facility as they are high cost areas.

1.2 Q2. HOW HAVE AND WOULD CURRENT POLICY REQUIREMENTS PRECLUDE

REASONABLE LOWER-COST OPTIONS?

There are a number of Corrections policy areas that, with review, could enable future lower

cost options. These include (with detailed consideration shown in Section 7):

 Internal cost drivers:

Regional prisons policy, current internal facility design standards, various operational

targets and practices

 External cost drivers:

Impact of the RMA and application of the existing Building and Fire Regulations.
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1.3 Q3. WHAT ARE THE VIABLE LOWER-COST OPTIONS FOR FUTURE BUILDS?

HOW CAN THESE BE ADOPTED IN NEW ZEALAND?

Practical options exist to lower the both the capital and whole of life costs of future prison

projects. The key opportunities that E&P believes are viable for adoption in New Zealand are:

 Part A of this review recommended strengthening value management processes, to be

applied with broad scope, proper use of external expertise and undertaken at appropriate

times early in, as well as during, the project lifecycle. This recommendation is reinforced

in this report.

 In planning, Corrections should ensure that the regulatory regime is applied in a manner

that suits the special characteristics as far as possible, and that time is allowed in the

planning process to manage regulatory outcomes.

 In design, Corrections could consider the following lower-cost options:

― Build the minimum necessary for each prisoner classification. If flexibility to

accommodate prisoners of a higher security classification at some future point in time

is required, the cost of that decision should be transparent.

― Optimize size and function of the prison elements as described in Section 6.
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2 INTRODUCTION

2.1 TERMS OF REFERENCE

In April 2006, Treasury and Corrections appointed E&P to carry out a review of the scope and

design of SHCF and ORCF. The review was to determine:

 whether the current scope of SHCF and ORCF was appropriately set

 whether capital cost savings could be made by reducing the scope,

 to make recommendations as to how appropriate principles of scope could be applied to

future prison builds.

This review was required to be undertaken in two parts:

PART A

This part of the review has been provided previously, and focused on value for money

opportunities in the capital costs of SHCF and ORCF prisons. The aim was to identify if and

where realistic savings could be achieved in the final stages of construction.

PART B

This part of the review is to assess Corrections’ scope and design process with a view to

improving future prison builds, such as the construction and renovation of Mt Eden prison.

For Part B of the review (to which this report applies) specific tasks included:

 Provide benchmarks and transparency of standards for future prison builds, with reference

to comparator countries such as Australia, Canada or the UK

 Address the questions:

― “What is being purchased relative to other jurisdictions and is this appropriate”, and

― “How have and would current policy requirements preclude reasonable lower cost

options?”

 Establish any viable lower cost options for future builds and discuss whether and how they

could be achieved in New Zealand.

The approach adopted in Part B of this review has been to use SHCF and ORCF as examples

to compare with other jurisdictions to identify potential areas where cost savings may be

possible in future prison builds to allow additional value for money to be extracted.

It should be noted that many factors other than scope and design affect the capital cost of

prison construction. However these factors are outside the Terms of Reference for this

review.

The Terms of Reference are set out in full in Appendix A.
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2.2 BACKGROUND

SHCF and ORCF are the third and fourth prisons built under the four-prison Regional Prisons

Development Project (RPDP). The RPDP was established in response to a long period of

building “fast track” low security accommodation. As a result, the provision of medium

security accommodation had become critical. It also meant that time was of the essence in

the provision of the RPDP facilities to address the need for medium security accommodation.

The last prison facility built prior to the development of the new regional facilities was the

180-bed Hawke’s Bay high-security prison – which opened in 1989.

The New Zealand corrections system must provide a balance of high to low security

accommodation in order to anticipate, and meet, the requirements of the future prison

population. Because Corrections has no control over sentence type or length, it must ensure

that planning incorporates all likely eventualities to avoid accommodation crises.

Both the SHCF and ORCF adopted a “campus” model for the new prisons to be consistent with

Corrections’ operational objectives of protecting the public, reducing re-offending and

providing for the safe, secure and humane containment of prisoners. The campus model was

also adopted at the comparator prisons discussed later in this report, and is considered best

practice for the operational objectives set for these facilities. It is worth noting that the

operational and performance objectives for the comparator prisons are very similar to those

adopted for the RPDP projects.

In addition, a key focus for the Government during early planning of the new prisons was

regional development.

The key contextual considerations for the RPDP have been the following:

 The overall prison population was rising rapidly.

 Low security facilities only had been developed since 1989.

 Corrections’ operational objectives would be supported by regional prisons which enhance

the opportunity for prisoners to interact with their local community.

 Campus style facilities were determined to be consistent with Corrections’ operational

objectives, providing “normalcy” around daily living, flexibility around custodial mix,

supporting rehabilitation and providing culturally responsive facilities and services.

 Regional prisons also supported the Government’s objective of regional development.

E&P understands that RPDP has delivered the first two of four prisons (Northland Regional

and Auckland Women’s Corrections Facilities) on time. The third of these prisons, ORCF, has

been recently completed and was handed over (on time) to Corrections on 30 March 2007.

E&P also understands that RPDP will most likely deliver SHCF on time or earlier.
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Some issues have been involved in the construction of those new prisons, which include:

 Construction of campus style facilities, which are large, complex structures, in regional

areas remote from experienced construction resources, has posed challenges.

 Obtaining the necessary regulatory consents for the new prison facilities have caused a

number of changes to the project scope, particularly in landscaping and siting

components.

The need for this review into potential savings to be made in future prison builds was

highlighted in December 2005, when Ministers were advised that the cost of SHCF and ORCF

had increased by $140.8 million, compared to estimates provided in the Budget 2005 reports.

The table below sets out the approximate increase in the prisons compared to the previous

estimates.

B2005 Report
Estimate of

Cost

($M)

Revised Cost

($M)

Difference

($M)

% Change

SHCF 282 380 98 35%

ORCF 175 218 43 25%

Total 457 598 141 31%

The capital cost increases at these facilities resulted from a combination of higher than

forecast price escalation, regulatory requirements, finalisation of scope and completion of

detailed designs.

As a basis for comparison, E&P benchmarked these two prisons against two highly

comparable recent prison projects in Australia. The reasons for the selection of the

comparator prisons are provided later in this report. E&P compared aspects of scope and

design and, where relevant, translated differences identified in scope and design into cost

differentials to provide a common basis for comparison.

2.3 REVIEW TEAM

The E&P team assigned to this review was selected as their individual core competencies were

directly relevant and included:

 Scoping, design, financing, tendering and construction of prison facilities including

understanding the relationship between capital and operating costs which leads to the

best whole of life financial outcome

 Management of the risks associated with major infrastructure projects, and

 Cost estimation and forecasting cost escalation trends.
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The team and their roles were:

Frank Sutton, Principal & New Zealand Manager – Project Director:

Frank has over 30 years of experience in the infrastructure sector. For this review, he was

responsible for resourcing the team, client liaison and management of key local inputs.

Tony Wilson – Prison Development Specialist:

Tony has extensive experience in prison development, including as Director of the New

Prisons Project in Victoria (1994 – 1997). This project included three new prisons with a

capital cost in excess of AUD(1996)150 million. From March 1997 through June 2000, he was

the Director of the Major Projects Delivery Group for the Victorian Department of Justice, and

from July 2000 to the present he has been a specialist advisor to the John Holland Fairbrother

consortia, which is the managing contractor for the Tasmanian Government Project (Prison

Infrastructure Redevelopment Project – Risdon Prison). Other relevant activities include:

 Advising the Victorian Department of Justice and Treasury on renegotiation of the Fulham

and Port Phillip Prison Contracts

 Undertaking and reporting on the Annual Accommodation Services reviews of the Private

Prisons including risk management

 Advising the GEO Group on rebidding the operational contract for the Fulham Correctional Centre

 Advising the Office of the Correctional Services Commissioner (Victoria) regarding

building, security and site selection issues for both the current Prison Expansion Project

and the New Prison Construction Project, and

 Advising the John Holland Consortia on their bid for the PPP project to build two prisons in Victoria.

Paul Vrantsis – Architect:

Paul is a Senior Project Manager with SKM, with over 25 years of experience working in the

inception, development, design and procurement of public infrastructure (mainly prisons)

within the criminal justice portfolio. Recent projects (2001 – present) include:

 Advising on architectural issues, correctional planning and security for the current ACT

Prison Project

 Acting as the Security Advisor for master planning and feasibility studies for the Juvenile Justice

(NSW) at Kariong, Riverina, Cobham, Acmena, Orana and Reiby Juvenile Justice Centres

 Advising on bid preparation on 300 bed and 600 bed remand facilities for Department of

Justice, Victoria

 Acting as the architectural and security advisor to the WA Acacia Prison project, and

 Acting as the Technical Advisor for design, documentation and construction of new 70 bed

accommodation at Loddon Prison and a new 75 bed protection unit at Barwon Prison.
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David Clark, Principal & Victorian Manager – Prison Construction:

David was responsible for the delivery of the Fairlea Women’s Prison expansion and the Ararat

Prison expansion in Victoria. He also led the successful team which tendered and won the

right to build and operate the 250 bed Fulham Prison in Victoria.

Rob Aldis, Managing Director – Peer Review:

Rob was responsible for the successful tendering and construction of the 250 bed Barwon

Prison (Victoria) and the 600 bed Junee Prison (NSW).

2.4 SOURCES OF INFORMATION

The information on which this review is based has been drawn from a wide variety of sources.

These include:

 Extensive material provided by Corrections on SHCF and ORCF

 Standard Guidelines for Prison Facilities in Australia and New Zealand (1990) (Australasian

Guidelines)

 The SKM database (see below)

 Construction drawings and cost plans for Risdon and ACT prisons

 Information available on the web sites of the Tasmanian Department of Justice

(www.justice.tas.gov.au) and ACT Corrective Services (www.cs.act.gov.au)

 Prison Infrastructure Redevelopment Programme (PIRP) newsletters, Tasmanian Department

of Justice

 The Tasmanian Treasury web site, www.treasury.gov.au, and

 The extensive experience and detailed knowledge of the consultants.

The SKM Prisons Cost Database has been used in this report to provide indicative potential

cost savings available for the various elements that are considered options for consideration

in any future prison project.

The database contains averaged costs of construction in Australian dollars per m2 for various

accommodation building types and functional building components, such as gatehouse,

medical, industry and education buildings.

The database dates from 1997. The original data was compiled by the then Building Services

Management Organisation of the Victorian State Department of Infrastructure (later

purchased by SKM), together with the Western Australian Public Works Department. These

organisations conducted a national survey of prison costs in which all states except NSW

participated. The survey included raw cost information on new prison construction and this

was converted to dollars per m2 as a common approach.
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The database has been added to and managed by SKM since the initial survey. The data is

averaged for the projects in the database, and has been escalated at CPI to a common base

date.

The base date for the data used in this report is May 2006. Adjustments have been made to

take account of the exchange rate between Australian and New Zealand dollars.

The comments in this report are based on the information E&P has received from Corrections,

which E&P has assumed to be accurate and complete. E&P has not audited the information

provided.
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3 METHODOLOOGY

3.1 OUR APPROACH

The Terms of Reference for Part B of this review of scope and design sets out three key

questions to be addressed:

 Q1. What is being purchased relative to other jurisdictions and is this appropriate?

 Q2. How have and would current policy requirements preclude reasonable lower cost

options?

 Q3. What are the viable lower cost options for future builds and how can these be adopted

in New Zealand?

To answer these questions, E&P has contrasted and compared the scope, design/construction

choices and policy framework for SHCF and ORCF, with the standards, choices and policy

framework in place for comparable contemporary prisons. Because of the similarities of

operational objectives in the New Zealand and Australian jurisdictions, similarity of

environmental factors and the availability of comparable data, it was agreed that the review

would rely on Australian prisons for benchmarking purposes. Hence other jurisdictions such

as the UK or Canada would not be considered.

E&P has gained its insights via observations from interviews, site visits and review of the

reports, standards and correspondence supplied to E&P by Corrections, and E&P’s knowledge

of prison designs, practices and policy settings in other jurisdictions.

The following diagram generally depicts the methodology adopted:
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Our findings and suggestions for each of the three key questions are presented in Sections 8.

The remainder of the report is structured as follows:

Section 4 ► Selection of comparator prisons

Section 5 ► Comparison of SHCF and ORCF with the Australasian Guidelines

and the designs of two comparable contemporary Australian

prisons

Section 6 ► Description of key design/scope decisions at SHCF and ORCF, and

the stated reasons these decisions were made; potential alternative

design/scope decisions made at the contemporary Australian

prisons; and the implicit trade-offs between the differing

approaches

Section 7 ► Description of practices and policy frameworks impacting the

design/scope of SHCF and ORCF prisons
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4 SELECTION OF COMPARATOR PRISONS

E&P has been advised by Corrections that the RPDP team and its consultant team involve four

significant Australian architectural practices, who collectively are responsible for designing up

to 75% of the prisons constructed in Australia over the last 10 years. Corrections has already

commissioned a comparison of some aspects of SHCF and ORCF against a number of

Australian prison projects. E&P understands that this comparison was carried out by one of

the architectural firms retained by Corrections, and mainly involved projects with which that

firm was associated. E&P concluded that there was little point in repeating that work, and

that it would be more instructive to move outside that database.

E&P has therefore elected to look outside these projects, in accordance with the Terms of

Reference for the review, to “determine whether the current scope of the Spring Hill and

Otago prison facilities is appropriately set and whether capital cost savings can be made by

reducing the scope, and to make recommendations as to how appropriate principles of scope

could be applied to future prison builds.”

In selecting the comparator prisons, in excess of 100 Australian prisons were considered.

This number was reduced to two for the purposes of this review after eliminating older

prisons, prisons designed by the RPDP architects, prisons with different types of inmates, or

operational and functional requirements.

In assessing the Australian prisons for their potential as comparator prisons to SHCF and

ORCF, the key selection criteria were:

 Campus style facilities were provided

 The facilities primarily accommodated prisoners in medium (high and low) and minimum

classification accommodation

 Recent construction: either under-construction or built within the last 5 years. (Upgrades

to existing prisons were excluded.)

 Have similar operational objectives as SHCF and ORCF, i.e., an emphasis on protecting

the public, the delivery of programmes and services aimed at reducing recidivism, and the

safe, secure and humane containment of prisoners

 Designed by architectural teams not involved in either SHCF or ORCF (for the reasons

discussed above), and

 Should be publicly owned and operated.

Appendix B sets out the details of the prisons selected and applies the above criteria in order

to select the most relevant comparator prisons.
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Three prisons were assessed to meet these criteria. Of these three, the Maryborough

Correctional Centre (Queensland) was eliminated as it is largely similar in design to the

Risdon Correctional Centre (Tasmania), but is 5 years older. (The Maryborough Correctional

Centre was the model for the Risdon Correctional Centre design.)

The two remaining prisons, the Alexander Maconochie Centre, Australian Capital Territory,

(ACT) and Risdon Correctional Centre, Tasmania (Risdon) meet all the above criteria.

The new ACT prison is a multi-functional prison, housing all classifications of inmates and

providing a broad range of service and programme deliveries. It is the only prison being

constructed in Australasia with the philosophy of explicitly meeting the UN Standards specified

in its objectives. It is currently under construction, and is programmed to be operational in

mid-2008.

The new Risdon Prison in Tasmania, which accommodates maximum, medium-high and

medium-low classifications of inmates, provides for a broad range of services and

programmes in its operational objectives. It has recently been commissioned (Qtr 3, 2006),

and was completed on schedule and within budget.

Details of these prisons are provided in Section 5.
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5 BENCHMARKING

5.1 INTRODUCTION

In this section, E&P compares the broad design features of SHCF and ORCF with the

Australasian Guidelines and design features of the selected comparator prisons. E&P makes

preliminary quantitative (e.g., area provided) and, where appropriate, qualitative

comparisons. Detailed comparisons of the most relevant features are made in Sections 6 & 7.

Benchmarking is often a challenging exercise given the differing legislative and policy

frameworks and administrative practices applying to prisons in different jurisdictions.

However, in this case the Australian prison systems have been found to have a set of policies

and practices that are generally consistent with New Zealand policy and practices, including a

rehabilitation focus, structured days and unit management for prisoners. Given these

similarities, and the lack of contemporary prisons in the New Zealand jurisdiction, E&P’s focus

is on comparing SHCF and ORCF to:

 relevant contemporary Australian comparator prisons, being the new ACT prison and the

new Risdon prison in Tasmania, and

 the Australasian Guidelines.

5.2 BENCHMARK COMPARISONS – COMPARATOR PRISONS

Comparisons between the New Zealand and the comparator prisons are included in Tables 1,

2 and 3 below.

Table 1: Summary Comparison between New Zealand and comparator Australian

prisons

SHCF ORCF1,5 ACT1,2,6 Risdon
Jurisdiction NZ NZ ACT Tasmania
Opening 2007 2007 2007/08 2006
Capital cost4 NZD380M NZD218M NZD145M NZD101M
Total prisoner beds 650 335 300 289
Accommodation provided
Maximum 0 0 14 8
Medium-high 208 180 130 85
Medium-low 264 120 110 196
Minimum (self-care) 80 20 0 0
Youth 80 0 0 0
Women 0 0 30 0
Management/special
purpose3

18 15 16 0
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Notes:

1 ACT accommodates remand prisoners with 80 accommodated in medium-high, 20

accommodated in medium-low and 5 in women. ACT has 10 transitional release beds in

medium-low and 5 in women. ORCF accommodates 60 remand prisoners in medium-high

accommodation.

2 ACT has adopted a ‘buddy system” for operational reasons, leading to a high proportion of

double occupancy cells (44 cells).

3 Special purpose cells at SHCF and ORCF are used for behaviour management, while at ACT

they are used for crisis support and health. At Risdon, there are off-muster cells not

shown in the table in the areas of behaviour management and detention (12), crisis

support (4) and health (6). SHCF and ORCF also have off-muster cells for separates, at-

risk and health, (16 at each facility) and ACT has 8 off-muster cells for health.

4 The capital costs for SHCF and ORCF are as advised in the Terms of Reference, those for

ACT are taken from the web site of the ACT Corrective Services, and those for Risdon are

taken from the Tasmanian Treasury web site regarding the 2006/07 budget. The capital

costs of the Australian prisons have been converted to New Zealand dollars using an

exchange rate of AUD1 = NZD1.13. Copies of the relevant web pages are included in

Appendix C.

5 The capital costs for some elements of ORCF include provision for the ultimate

development of 500 inmates.

6 Note that ACT was originally planned for 374 inmates. Its capacity was later reduced to

300, mainly through the deletion of a 60 bed transitional centre outside the secure

perimeter. The internal facilities were generally not affected in terms of unit design and

space allocation although some minor accommodation buildings were eliminated in the final

approved construction.

It is acknowledged that the capital cost comparisons are unlikely to be on a completely like

for like basis, however E&P considers that the comparison illustrates what has been achieved

in other jurisdictions. Areas where the cost comparisons may not be on a strictly like for like

basis included:

 The published cost of ACT (AUD128.7M) includes land purchase costs and other

Government costs

 The published cost of the Prison Infrastructure Redevelopment Programme (AUD89.6M)

which includes the new Risdon Men’s Prison, does not include land purchase, or some

AUD4M of facilities provided off-budget. However in addition to the male prison, which

was the major component, it does include 15 new female beds and renovation of a 20 bed

older female unit, and a new 35 bed secure mental health unit.
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Table 2: Accommodation Styles and Configuration

Prison Medium-high Medium-low
SHCF  3 accommodation units

 1 only 2 by single story wings of
44 and 2 only 2 by single story
wings of 30 cells/accommodation
unit

 Central officer station in each
accommodation unit

 3 accommodation units
 2 by single story wings of 44

cells/accommodation unit
 Central officer station in each

accommodation unit

ORCF  3 accommodation units
 2 by 2 story wings of 30

cells/accommodation unit
 Central officer station in each

accommodation unit

 2 accommodation units
 2 by 2 story wings of 30

cells/accommodation unit
 Central officer station in each

accommodation unit
ACT1  2 accommodation units

 2 by 2 story wings of 20
cells/accommodation unit

 Central officer station in each
building

 6 accommodation units
 2 by 2 story wings of 10

cells/accommodation unit
 No dedicated officer station

Risdon2  1 accommodation unit
 2 by 2 story wings of 26

cells/accommodation unit
 Central officer station in this

accommodation unit

 7 accommodation units
 2 by 2 story wings of 14

cells/accommodation unit
 One centralised single officer

station for 7 accommodation units

Notes:

1 A number of cells are double occupancy at ACT to give the total number of beds shown in

Table 1.

2 The medium-high accommodation at Risdon also includes 18 protection beds and 15

needs assessment beds for a total of 85 beds.

Table 2 highlights the most significant difference between SHCF/ORCF and the comparator

prisons. Quite a different approach has been adopted in respect of the medium-low

accommodation. At SHCF and ORCF, the medium-low accommodation is in effect medium-

high, except for doors and windows, which provide a reduced level of security. This has

resulted in precast concrete cell construction, cell ablutions, lock down of individual cells and

officer stations in each accommodation pod.

In the comparator prisons, the medium-low accommodation is distinctly different to the

medium-high accommodation:

 The cell construction is driven by structural considerations, not security considerations

 The ablutions are in a common area, so there are no in-cell ablutions, giving savings in

the reduced number of ablutions stations and in the centralisation of services such as

water and drainage
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 Lock down is at the building perimeter, with privacy locks for the inmates’ use on cell

doors (no individual cell lock down)

 There are no officer stations in the accommodation wings, and

 Day spaces are domestic in nature allowing for full self care.

These differences lead to significant savings in capital cost, as well as operational savings,

providing enhanced value for money. The implications of this different approach are discussed

in Sections 6 and 7.

Table 3: Comparison between New Zealand and comparator Australian prisons –

elemental analysis

Element and purpose New Zealand prisons Comparator prisons

Cell-block design

Accommodate prisoners in
conditions appropriate to
their security classification

“Medium-high” classification
prisoners held in cell blocks with
the following characteristics:

 Full concrete construction
including security fittings

 Secure cell doors and
windows

 In-cell ablutions
 Day space and functional areas
“Medium-low” classification
prisoners held in cell blocks with
the following characteristics:

 Full concrete construction
including security fittings

 Secure cell doors and
windows

 In-cell ablutions

 Self-care elements
(e.g., kitchenette and laundry)

 Day space and functional areas

“Medium-high” classification
prisoners held in cell blocks
with the following
characteristics:

 Full concrete
construction including
security fittings

 Secure cell doors and
windows

 In-cell ablutions

 Day space and functional
areas

“Medium-low” classification
prisoners held in cell blocks
with the following
characteristics:

 Often pre-fabricated
construction

 Non-secure robust
domestic-style cell doors
and windows

 Common ablutions block

 Self-care elements in
each pod (e.g. full
kitchen and laundry)

 Smaller domestically
functional day spaces
(e.g., dining table and
chairs)

Fire/Smoke Detection

Systems and equipment for
fire detection and control

 VESDA smoke detection and
sprinklers fitted to cells.

 Sprinklers fitted to day spaces.

 VESDA smoke detection
fitted to cells (no
sprinklers in cells).

 Sprinklers fitted to some
day spaces.
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Element and purpose New Zealand prisons Comparator prisons

Indoor day spaces  SHCF: 3.3 m2 per prisoner

 ORCF: 12.4 m2 per prisoner,
separate dining and
recreational space
provided within this
area.

 ACT: 8.8 m2 per
prisoner

 Risdon: 4.0 m2 per
prisoner, no
separate dining
and recreational
space provided.

Officer Stations / Entry
Foyers

 SHCF: 30 m2 / 68 m2

 ORCF: 31 m2 / 28 m2

 ACT: 24m2 / 20 m2

 Risdon: 22 m2 / 12 m2

Gatehouse

Provide access control to
prison for pedestrian and
vehicular traffic

Excluding prisoner reception, sally
port and property store:

 SHCF: 920 m2

 ORCF: 836 m2

Excluding prisoner
reception, sally port and
property store:
 ACT: 1,025 m2

 Risdon: 423 m2

Prisoner reception and
discharge, prisoner property
store

 SHCF: 985 m2

 ORCF: 685 m2

 ACT: 521 m2

 Risdon: 220 m2

Sally Ports

Secure access for vehicular
traffic

One can fit a double-B trailer:

 SHCF: 1 x 25m, 1 x 15m

 ORCF: 1 x 24m, 1 x 12m

One only, to fit largest
emergency vehicle:

 ACT: 1 x 20m
 Risdon: 1 x 20m

Industries

Space for prisoner work

 SHCF: 2.7 m2 per prisoner
 ORCF: 2.1 m2 per prisoner

 ACT: 3.6 m2 per
prisoner

 Risdon: 3.2 m2 per
prisoner

Health (primary care)

Prisoner medical services

 SHCF: 440 m2

 ORCF: 515 m2

 ACT: 449 m2

 Risdon: 448 m2

Programme and Education
Centres

 SHCF: 2.7 m2 per prisoner

 ORCF: 2.4 m2 per prisoner

 ACT: 5.6 m2 per
prisoner

 Risdon: 1.2 m2 per
prisoner

Visits

Areas set aside for prisoners
to meet outside relatives and
friends

 SHCF: 1.5 m2 per prisoner

 ORCF: 1.7 m2 per prisoner

 ACT: 2.5 m2 per
prisoner

 Risdon: 1.7 m2 per
prisoner

Cell areas: single / double
cells Prisoner
accommodation units

 SHCF: 8.4 m2 / 14.4 m2

 ORCF: 8.4 m2 / 13.6-14.7 m2

 ACT: 8.6 m2 / 10.7
m2

 Risdon: 7.6 m2 / 10.6
m2

There are some scope, purpose and prisoner-mix differences between all prisons, including

SHCF and ORCF. In the benchmark comparisons included in this report, E&P considers only

like with like; e.g., medium-high security accommodation blocks are compared only to other

medium-high security accommodation blocks. Floor plans and elevations were used to derive

the basis of comparison, where appropriate.
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The benchmarking also includes a comparison of the prison’s functional elements, built area

and type, with consideration given to security elements such as the perimeter, and access

and movement control technologies where appropriate.

The details provided in the tables above are used as a starting point for the analysis included

in Section 6 of this report.

5.3 COMPARISONS – AUSTRALASIAN GUIDELINES

The Australasian Guidelines were developed in 1990 by the then Office of Corrections of the

Victorian Government in collaboration with all Australian and New Zealand prison jurisdictions

at that time. They were published as an agreed “Industry Standard” for the design of future

prisons, and were accepted as Guidelines for Design rather than specific requirements or a

Standards Institution accredited document. The Guidelines do not specify specific building

form.

The Guidelines include relevant information from the United Nations Minimum Rules for the

Treatment of Prisoners (1984), the Standard Guidelines for Corrections in Australia (1989),

and the American Correctional Association Standards for Adult Correctional Institutions

(1981).

Corrections delivers custodial services under an overarching philosophy based on:

 An environment which mirrors the ‘normal’ living arrangements of the outside community

 Daily routines aimed at inmates displaying a defined level of initiative and self

responsibility

 Inmate management being flexible and dynamic

 Staff/inmate interaction being flexible and dynamic

 Incentives for appropriate behaviour, and

 A high level of interaction with local community.

Whilst the definition of terms differs between various jurisdictions, the base elements of these

are similar to the Australasian Guidelines:

 They rely on a strong level of interaction between staff and inmate: in Australasian

models this is termed unit management, and

 They require a daily routine timetable for inmate activity: in Australasian models this is

termed a structured day.
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Practically, this means that most correctional facilities built in recent times in New Zealand

and Australia, including the new SHCF and ORCF facilities, have a strong operational emphasis

on the key elements of security, safety, services and programme delivery, consistent with the

stated philosophy:

 The security element has a strong supportive structure of layers of physical security

commencing with the cell design and folding out into accommodation and functional unit

boundaries, zone and perimeter boundaries, and access control, supported by appropriate

levels of electronic security systems

 Safety is similarly dealt with in the built form through linking the security functions with

active and passive observation and interaction capability

 Services are provided by support capability to deliver health services along with the

required level of functionality for the delivery of food, clothing and personal care to and

for the prisoners, and

 With programmes, the elements of education, work, training, behaviour modification

programmes and drug rehabilitation programmes, deliver the services that underpin the

above philosophy.

In essence there is no significant difference between the New Zealand and Australian prison

jurisdictions in the approach to this framework.

The New Zealand prison system has a comprehensive set of measurements of system outputs

for each prison, with a strong emphasis on the key elements of security, safety, services and

programme delivery. Again, the elements of these are similar to the measurements used in

Australian jurisdictions. Whilst there are differences in the measurement objectives set for

prisons, this more reflects the reality of the environment and local factors currently being

addressed in that area or prison, than any real difference in approach or philosophy.

A key metric in the measurement of performance in the New Zealand system is the rate of

reconviction and re-imprisonment, or the ‘recidivism rate’. Whilst attempts to measure the

rate of reconviction and re-imprisonment have been made in many other jurisdictions, to

E&P’s knowledge, none of these jurisdictions have used this metric as an indicator of

performance directly. Whilst this is a key point of difference in measuring the success of the

custodial process, it is not considered relevant in determining prison design parameters in

addition to provisions normally expected in campus style facilities. This element of

performance does not drive a requirement of space, as the recidivism rate is believed to be

related to the success of the programmes that are implemented. It is the needs of these

programmes that will determine the requirements for space and facilities in the prison design.

This is also the case at the comparator prisons.
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Some comparisons with the Australasian Guidelines in regard to specific elements are

provided below:

Secure cell areas

Single cell floor areas are much the same for both facilities at some 8.4 m2, and similar to the

Guideline at 8.75 m2. It is noted that most Australian prisons built recently also show a slight

reduction in floor area from the Guideline. The double cells at SHCF and ORCF are larger in

area, at some 13.6.-14.7 m2, depending on the cell type, compared with the Guideline at

12.75 m2.

Day spaces

Day spaces in the mainstream accommodation units are 3.3 m2 per prisoner of indoor space

for SHCF and 12.4m2 per prisoner for ORCF. ORCF is above the Guideline of 4.0 m2 per

prisoner, while SHCF is under the Guideline. However, the “figure-eight” configuration of

SHCF also provides undercover (though not enclosed) day space adjacent to the cells, in the

form of verandas, giving a total covered space of 18.2 m2per prisoner.

Other areas

The Australasian Guidelines also make comment on appropriate design, services and planning

relationships with respect to the functions below. In each of these areas, the designs for SHCF

and ORCF meet the requirements of the Guidelines:

 Prison layout and environment

 Administration

 Staff facilities and amenities

 Education and programmes

 Prisoner reception

 Health services

 Recreation and exercise

 Central kitchen

 Laundries

 Industry/maintenance and stores

 Security

 Emergency management

 Engineering services

It needs to be recognised that the Guidelines are not prescriptive in the form the prison

takes. Substantial design variation is available in applying the Guidelines to the prison at

hand, enabling value for money to be optimised for any particular project through a wide

variety of scope and design choices.
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6 SPECIFIC DESIGN/SCOPE OPTIONS

6.1 INTRODUCTION

In this section, E&P outlines some key design/scope decisions at SHCF and ORCF, the reasons

we understand that underpinned these decisions were made, the alternative design/scope

decisions made at the comparator prisons, and the implicit trade-offs between the differing

approaches. Through this, E&P seeks to stimulate discussion and assist Corrections in

achieving value for money at future prison builds, by identifying where lower cost options for

the future may exist, often through changing or modifying existing policies or procedures.

Corrections, having not built a new prison for some time, carried out extensive investigations

into potential scope and design options for the four RPDP prisons prior to the commencement

of design and construction. The functionality of the built prisons compares well with that of

the comparator prisons. They are fit for purpose, have adequate and appropriate

accommodation, functional areas that meet the stated needs, and security and access control

system capabilities that meet the operational objectives.

Based on E&P’s site visits, discussions with the RPDP project team and review of documents,

E&P determined 12 elements of design/scope, which E&P considered to be worthy of review in

any future New Zealand prison builds. These elements are:

Accommodation blocks and other buildings:

1. Cell block design

2. Dining and recreation

3. Officer stations and entry foyers

4. Void spaces

5. Locks and cell security

Other functional areas:

6. Gatehouse design

7. Industry buildings

8. Health centres

9. Programme centres

10. Visit centres

Site infrastructure:

11. Access roads

12. Perimeter construction
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For each element, E&P has evaluated the potential for future savings in the New Zealand

Corrections context in detail, by answering the following four questions:

 What was done at SHCF and ORCF?

 What rationale did Corrections use to establish this option?

 What alternative decisions have been made elsewhere?

 What trade-offs and policy changes would be required to achieve this alternative?

To quantify the effects of these alternative approaches, E&P established a metric such as

gross floor area, appropriate to the element under consideration. This metric was used to

establish differences between SHCF, ORCF and the comparator prisons. These differences

were then converted into a potential cost differential using the SKM data base. These

potential cost differentials are quoted in NZD.

Together, Corrections and the authors of this review have produced a note on Security

Classification Principles and Prison Design, for the non-expert reader, included here as

Appendix D. The note includes information on why there are different security classifications

and standards of accommodation. E&P advises the non-expert reader to read Appendix D

before proceeding further into this Section of the review.

6.2 ACCOMMODATION BLOCKS AND OTHER BUILDINGS

6.2.1 ELEMENT 1 - CELL BLOCK DESIGN

6.2.1.1 What was done at SHCF and ORCF?

The security classification system in New Zealand matches that of most Australian

jurisdictions in that there are four broad classifications for which different styles and levels of

security and amenity are provided in the accommodation; these classifications are maximum,

medium-high, medium-low, and minimum classifications.

Our review applies to the accommodation blocks for the majority of prisoners at SHCF and

ORCF – i.e. the medium-high and medium-low classifications.

Corrections advised that the briefed requirements for SHCF and ORCF facilities called for the

following mix of beds, disregarding additional beds for youth and special purposes such as

management:

Prison Medium-high (Beds) Medium-low (Beds) Total Medium (Beds)

SHCF 208 264 472

ORCF 180 120 300
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At SHCF and ORCF, the design and construction of cell accommodation for the medium-low

classification essentially matches the design and construction of cell accommodation for the

medium-high classification in both prisons, with some minor differences as described below.

The cost of each type of accommodation was essentially similar.

The medium-low cell blocks have the following differences with respect to the medium-high

cell blocks:

 Less than fully secure cell doors (steel framed, solid timber core compared with steel

doors in medium-high)

 Less than fully secure windows (opening windows with 6mm toughened glass,

aluminium frame, no bars compared with 6mm toughened glass, steel frame and steel

bars in the medium-high units), and

 At ORCF, a different cell shape to medium-high, but same floor area. At SHCF, the

same cell type (A1) is utilised for both medium-low and medium-high cells.

The medium-low and medium-high cell blocks have the following noteworthy similarities:

 Full concrete construction with substantial security fittings in both

 In-cell ablutions in both

 Large pod size in both (44 and 30 cells/pods at SHCF and ORCF respectively)

 Some self-care elements (e.g., kitchenette and laundry) in both, and

 Similar day spaces and functional areas in both.

6.2.1.2 What rationale did Corrections use to establish this option?

Corrections has advised that a number of key factors were considered by both the RPDP

Steering Group and the Department’s Facilities Committee in arriving at the decision to build

medium-high and medium-low cells to very similar specifications:

Flexibility in mix of security classifications: “The need for flexibility is a reflection of the

movement in recent years in the mix of security classifications within the overall muster

(particularly the increase in remand prisoners which have medium-high security classification)

and potential future muster demand changes.”

This indicates that a design objective was imposed: medium-low accommodation should be

able to house medium-high classification prisoners if required in the future, with the

appropriate upgrading to doors and windows. Should the future mix of security classifications

favour medium-low accommodation, the current medium-high accommodation could be

adapted to that use.

This approach to providing flexibility to accommodate future needs may save time and cost at

an indeterminate time in the future, but adds significant cost to the present projects.
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Concrete cell fabrication: “The decision to adopt concrete cell fabrication for [medium-low]

security accommodation units reflected: the identified need to provide greater flexibility in the

development of cell construction to meet any long-term national operational risk in the make-

up of the Corrections estate – in a practical sense, it enables the Department to provide

appropriate accommodation to house the variable mix between medium-high and medium-

low security prisoners by replacing windows and doors at relatively low-cost, coupled with the

lower whole of life costs of the concrete cells.

The concrete cells had a marginal additional initial capital cost compared to timber and

timber/concrete construction, however they have twice the life expectancy (the concrete cells

have a design life of 50 years, compared to 25 years for the Department’s timber framed low

security accommodation units) and lower maintenance costs. In addition, reflecting the

longer life expectancy, depreciation on the concrete cell option would be less than the timber

cell options. These design decisions flowed from Northland Regional Correctional Facility

(NRCF).”

Corrections’ assessment of whole-of-life costs, plus the perceived need for in-built flexibility to

enable later conversion from accommodation suitable for medium-low classification prisoners

to medium-high classification prisoners, led to the decision to use all concrete construction in

the medium-low blocks.

In-cell ablutions: Corrections advised “If no shower was to be included in [medium-low]

security cells, space would need to be retained to allow inclusion of a shower at a later date.

The cost of individual shower facilities in a concrete cell (and mechanical ventilation) was

assessed as being cheaper than showers in an accommodation unit.

Corrections also notes that the incentive to move from high to low security is dependent on

the amenity value that the low security regime and accommodation provides. A lower level of

amenity in low security (i.e. communal showers) would act as a disincentive, potentially

making in-cell ablutions more desirable.”

The decision to include ablutions in all cells in the medium-low blocks appears to have been

made on the basis that this was more effective than the alternative of not fitting out each cell

but having the space and internal piping, etc. to enable retrofitting in the future to medium-

high capability, and the apparent reduced cost of fitting out each cell compared to provision of

a common ablutions facility. It was also decided that individual showers would be more

attractive than communal showers.

6.2.1.3 What alternative decisions have been made elsewhere?

At the two comparator prisons, solutions have been distinctly different, and considerable cost

reductions have been achieved in constructing medium-low accommodation units. It should

be noted that the design life of the comparator prisons is 50 years.
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Neither of the two comparator prisons provided for flexibility of security mix in the

accommodation units, and both allowed some space on the site for future units of various

security classification should it be necessary to expand the capability at the sites (as is the

case at ORCF). E&P is unaware of any examples in Australian jurisdictions of accommodation

providing flexibility in the built form to cater for future changes in the security classification

mix. There is the risk that the flexibility provided in the built form may not meet the future

needs and specifications, when and if the need arises.

At the comparator prisons, medium-low accommodation has the following characteristics:

 Cell and unit construction is driven by structural considerations, not security

considerations

 Non-secure robust domestic-style cell doors and windows, with security at pod

perimeter only are provided

 There are no secure cell/bedroom locks, only ‘privacy locks’

 There are common ablutions areas with fewer facilities, shared by all occupants (note

that individual cubicles are provided within the common areas)

 Small pod size; typically 5-8 bedrooms per pod, and

 No officer stations in the units.

The key elements of this approach are the lower construction cost per cell/bedroom, including

the doors and windows, the common ablution blocks, typically one toilet, shower and hand

basin for every four inmates, (privacy is maintained through individual cubicles), no plumbing

services in the cells, and the lower cost of external wall and door construction at a level of

security considered appropriate to the inmate classification. Using the SKM database, E&P

estimates this would result in a net reduction in costs for the current units of some $1,200

per m2. If this is applied to the area of medium-low cells of 5,310m2 and 4,272m2 at SHCF

and ORCF respectively, it represents a potential saving of some $6.4M and $5.1M

respectively.

6.2.1.4 What trade-offs and policy changes would be required to achieve this
alternative?

To achieve the above alternatives, Corrections would have to change the policy that applied at

SHCF and ORCF of providing accommodation with the ability to house different security levels

of inmates with little modification to the accommodation. The classification base for the brief

would need to be based on current and forecast needs and not on the need for future

flexibility in accommodation. Corrections would also need to adopt the design principles

outlined in 6.2.1.3 above.
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There is a considerable difference in the reported cost of the different cell constructions

between the two jurisdictions. This would need to be rigorously tested in the New Zealand

environment to demonstrate that the differences (which have been demonstrated in

Australia) are available in New Zealand, and lead to a whole of life value for money solution.

To achieve the operational efficiencies that the comparator prisons demonstrate, a different

staffing regime is required. For example, at Risdon, all the medium-low accommodation is

supervised by three officers based in a central station during daytime only, while at night the

units are locked down and response is provided from the facility response team. A detailed

analysis of the operational savings is beyond the scope of this review.

6.2.2 ELEMENT 2 – DINING AND RECREATION – MEDIUM-HIGH UNITS

6.2.2.1 What was done at SHCF and ORCF?

Separate spaces are provided for dining and recreation at SHCF and ORCF. Undercover day

space, dining and recreation areas for SHCF, ORCF, ACT and Risdon, per accommodation

block, are as follows:

Prison Day Space
m2

Dining
m2

Recreation
m2

Prisoners/Pod
Number

Area/Prisoner
m2

SHCF 1001 - 44 44 3.3

ORCF 245 53 76 30 12.4

ACT 177 - - 20 8.8

Risdon 105 - - 26 4.0

Note:
1 SHCF includes an additional 700m2 of undercover day space adjacent to the cells

(verandas) which are not included in this comparison. The day space includes dining.

At SHCF, in the main accommodation blocks, indoor recreation space and dining areas are

combined within the common space that adjoins each residential wing. This common space

also includes basic kitchenette facilities and two small activity rooms are provided for hobbies.

At ORCF, in the main accommodation blocks, the dining area and kitchenette are adjacent to

the day room in each residential wing and two activity rooms are provided for hobbies.

6.2.2.2 What rationale did Corrections use to establish this option?

Corrections has advised that they consider separate dining and recreation spaces are required

to achieve their operational objectives.
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6.2.2.3 What alternative decisions have been made elsewhere?

At the comparator prisons dining and recreation functions are in the common day space of the

medium-high accommodation units.

At both comparator prisons the day spaces (per accommodation block), at 105 m2 at Risdon

and 177 m2 at ACT per pod, are fitted with dining tables and chairs and have some limited

recreation activity and equipment provided, such as table tennis tables. There is also space

for a kitchenette and servery in or just adjacent to the day space.

Comparing ORCF with ACT, the comparator prison with the larger day space area, ORCF has

some 100m2 additional area allocated to day space, dining and recreation for 30 inmates.

Using the SKM database, this is a potential cost saving of $200,000/pod.

It is difficult to draw a comparison with the ‘Figure 8’ blocks at SHCF as the space is used and

allocated differently to more conventional designs.

6.2.2.4 What trade-offs and policy changes would be required to
achieve this alternative?

To achieve the cost saving available by reducing or eliminating the dining area and at least

part of the recreation or hobby spaces and using the day space for this activity would require

that Corrections adopt a policy of multi-functional day spaces, as opposed to separate spaces

for individual functions.

6.2.3 ELEMENT 3 – OFFICER STATIONS AND ENTRY FOYERS – MEDIUM-HIGH

6.2.3.1 What was done at SHCF and ORCF?

At the four prisons, the area provided for officer stations and entry foyers for each

accommodation block, serving both pods are:

Prison
Name

Work Stations
m2

Support
Facilities1

m2

Total Officer
Stations
m2

Entry Foyer
m2

SHCF 30 53 83 68

ORCF 31 22 53 28

Risdon 22 8 30 12

ACT 24 4 28 20

Note:

1. Support facilities at SHCF and ORCF include office space, hallways, tea rooms, and

ablutions for the use of the officers only. At ACT, support facilities are a toilet only, off

the entry portal which is available for use by other staff. At Risdon, dedicated support

facilities include a toilet and an escape corridor for the officers.
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There are differences between the officer stations, which are:

 At SHCF, the officer stations are fully secured, with a window into each pod

 At ORCF, there are two open staff bases and a secure base

 At Risdon, there are two secured officer stations, and

 At ACT, there are two open staff bases in the day space.

6.2.3.2 What rationale did Corrections use to establish this option?

Corrections’ rationale for the chosen option compared the built area with selected prisons in

Australia for the officer stations. For the foyers, the approach is considered consistent with

relatively recently completed developments in NSW and Victoria.

6.2.3.3 What alternative decisions have been made elsewhere?

It is noted that area provided for officer work stations is broadly comparable across the four

prisons under consideration. However, significant differences are apparent in the areas

provided for officer support.

The officer stations at ACT are desk areas within the day spaces, to ensure maximum

interaction between staff and prisoners consistent with the principles of Unit Management.

This has resulted in no dedicated support facilities being provided for the officers, and the

smallest total area for officers of any of the prisons.

Risdon and ORCF have a similar provision in function for officer space and entry foyers. ORCF

has a total area of 81m2 for officer space and entry foyers, while Risdon has 42m2, a

difference of 39m2. Using the SKM database, this is a potential cost saving of some $129,000

per accommodation block, or $387,000 for the prison.

The design solution for officer stations at SHCF is also similar to Risdon in terms of function.

The additional area at SHCF compared to Risdon is 53m2. Using the SKM database, this is a

potential cost saving of $175,000 per accommodation block, or $525,000 for the prison.

The officer stations at ACT are different in functionality to all the other prisons and so have

not been used as a basis for comparison here, although they do deliver a low cost solution.

The entry foyer at SHCF has not been considered because it is a significantly different design

concept which is a low cost solution, being a simple roof structure over the area formed by

the walls of adjacent buildings.

6.2.3.4 What trade-offs and policy changes would be required to achieve this
alternative?

Evaluation of the relative value for money and reasonable objectives for the design of

foyer/entry areas would seem to be appropriate in any new prison design. It is noted that the
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entry also forms part of the access control component of the entry elements of the

accommodation blocks and this can also influence the space and configuration of the

foyer/entry area.

Similarly with officer stations, the design and area are most frequently influenced by the

prevailing operational methodology, the application of unit management and labour

agreements. Review of these arrangements would seem useful in any new prison design

project.

Adopting smaller, more open, dedicated areas for officers is an integral part of the campus

design philosophy, permitting more normalised contact with prisoners. ACT has adopted this

approach to the greatest extent. In this case staff safety is provided through dynamic

security measures, rather than through physical security barriers. Corrections would have to

consider whether this approach to operational security is applicable in the New Zealand

context before adopting it.

6.2.4 ELEMENT 4 – VOID SPACES

6.2.4.1 What was done at SHCF and ORCF?

It was noted in the visits and the design reviews for both prisons that some building heights

were significantly above that required by the functional requirements for services to be

mounted in the ceiling spaces. Particularly in the functional buildings such as programmes and

education there was a very large volume of unused space between the ceiling of the building

and the roof, that resulted in a significant increase in volume of the buildings. This appears to

have resulted from having a single pitch sloping roof over long spans.

6.2.4.2 What rationale did Corrections use to establish this option?

Corrections has advised that “Where building heights exceed the functional requirements for

services to be mounted in ceiling spaces this is generally due to the shape of the roof, i.e. a

skillion. In saying this, the Department notes that it is neither practical (from a building

design perspective) nor cheaper, to lower (or heighten) roofs to create perfect voids. During

the design process for ORCF, for example, the Department's design consultants compared the

cost of a simple skillion roof to that of a gable roof (for identical buildings). The two options

were in fact cost neutral. (Issues associated with the gable roof option included a

requirement for twice as much spouting and stormwater.)

In addition, roofs with a larger void are more thermally stable and the habitable space below

is therefore less reliant on artificial heating and cooling. The buildings at ORCF were 'energy

modelled' and worked extremely well from a sustainable design perspective, which will, in

turn, result in significant savings in energy costs during the life of the buildings. Long-term

maintenance and recurrent costs were also considered in all design decisions for ORCF.
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Additional height has been provided in support buildings such as programmes and education

spaces to allow for good natural light penetration, assist with natural cross-ventilation, and

assist with acoustics (particularly in teaching and other group spaces where it is essential to

address such issues).

6.2.4.3 What alternative decisions have been made elsewhere?

At both comparator prisons, ceiling to roof spaces were carefully controlled in the design

process to ensure that the height and therefore volume enclosed was kept to a realistic

minimum consistent with the use of the spaces for plant and equipment, access needs for

maintenance and energy transfer and cost requirements.

6.2.4.4 What trade-offs and policy changes would be required to achieve this
alternative?

In the design of any future prison it would be necessary to evaluate the building heights and

volumes to ensure that the lower cost options of realistically minimized dimensions were

considered in order to be able to achieve the optimal whole of life outcome. E&P has only

been able to provide a qualitative comment on this aspect as to quantify possible savings

would involve a full design review of the building spaces which is beyond the scope of this

review.

6.2.5 ELEMENT 5 – LOCKS AND CELL SECURITY

6.2.5.1 What was done at SHCF and ORCF?

The medium-high cells are provided with manual Hollis Scott locks fitted to metal doors. The

locks contain a light emitting diode display of lock status, but not the ability to remotely lock

and unlock. Nonetheless, conduits were built-in to the structure during construction, to allow

for rapid, low cost implementation of electronic locking systems should the need arise in the

future.

The medium-low cells are fitted with slide bolts and padlocks.

6.2.5.2 What rationale did Corrections use to establish this option?

The decision to go with manual Hollis Scott locks involved a lengthy process of assessing user

requirements, developing specifications, and tendering to achieve the required outcomes.

There was no provision in the budget for electronic locks, (the manual locks chosen have a

lower initial capital cost) and there was some concern about the staffing implications with the

use of electronic locks.

The slide bolts and padlocks in the medium-low cells are seen as providing the appropriate

level of security for these facilities.
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6.2.5.3 What alternative decisions have been made elsewhere?

At the two comparator prisons, electronic remote control locks were provided for all medium-

high cells and also to all the external and key internal medium-high accommodation block

doors. Electronic locks were also provided to all access doors in the functional buildings of the

prisons. These locks are capable of local control from the officer station or at movement

control stations and the Main Control Room.

The medium-low cells at the comparator prisons are fitted with low cost privacy locks only, for

the use of the inmates. Main access doors to the units were provided with electronic remote

control locks. This is a completely different level of functionality, and as explained earlier is

achievable because the medium-low cells have not been built with ability for conversion to

medium-high cells in the future.

The locking systems provided at the comparator prisons are consistent with their operational

approach. Locking and unlocking normally takes place remotely on the request of the

supervising officer of the block.

It has the added advantage of enhancing the operational response to fire and other

emergencies through the planned evacuation of cells and spaces by remote control in a rapid

but controlled manner. This is a key part of the overall emergency evacuation processes as

individual cells can be unlocked remotely in the case of a single cell fire or incident, or groups

of cells can be unlocked for multiple cell emergencies, without necessitating the presence of

an officer to let the prisoner(s) out of the cells. It is this rationale that is used to delete the

requirement for cells sprinklers in the comparator prisons. It also avoids the self harm aspects

associated with sprinkler fixtures in cells. The need for sprinkler systems is addressed further

in Section 7.4.

6.2.5.4 What trade-offs and policy changes would be required to achieve this
alternative?

The adoption of electronic locks at the medium-high cells would require a review of

operational policies and practices to achieve the full benefit of the economies available from

this technology for any new prison project.

Electronic locks and the associated control system enhancements would also necessarily

involve increased initial capital costs, but the comparator prisons have demonstrated that

savings in operational efficiency more than offset these initial capital costs and are an

essential component of potential savings to be achieved in other areas, e.g., fire safety.

The operational efficiency comes from not having to manually lock and unlock each door twice

daily, resulting in a need for fewer supervising staff in the unit at the time of processing. To

firmly establish the potential savings in operational efficiency as would require a full staffing

appraisal including the manning approach, shift arrangements and many other complex

factors, which are beyond the scope of this review. Indeed some of these parameters are very
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confidential and most jurisdictions would be reluctant to have such detailed operational

information openly published. It would be beneficial if Corrections discussed these issues

directly with either the Tasmanian or Victorian jurisdictions, both of which use this approach

to cell lock technology, if this option was to be considered in the future. This approach does

allow considerable flexibility in the deployment of staff.

6.3 OTHER FUNCTIONAL AREAS

6.3.1 ELEMENT 6 – GATEHOUSE DESIGN (including prisoner reception, site
management office and sally ports)

6.3.1.1 What was done at SHCF and ORCF?

The gatehouses at SHCF and ORCF have similar elements included in their envelopes. Both

are 2 level buildings and form part of the prison’s perimeter wall. The key elements are:

 Control room and associated functions

 Crisis management and associated functions

 Vehicle sally ports

 Visitor access control

 Prisoner reception and property stores

 Site management office, and

 Limited administration activities (these are mainly outside the perimeter).

6.3.1.2 What rationale did Corrections use to establish this option?

Fundamental components of the gatehouses included in these projects that are common to

most prison designs include:

 Control room and associated functions

 Crisis management

 Vehicle sally port(s), and

 Visitor reception and access control.

Other elements included in the gatehouses at SHCF and ORCF are:

 Prisoner reception and property stores: Corrections advised “Originally prisoner

reception was in a discrete building separate to, but located close to the gatehouses.

Movement of prisoner reception and property stores into the gatehouse improved the use

of ‘front end’ security staffing and also removed the need for inmate transport vehicles to
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enter the complex proper (as opposed to parking in the sally port to off load and uplift

inmates).”

 Site management offices: Corrections advised “A key consideration in moving the Site

Manager’s Office (rather than retaining it in the central part of the complex) was the

strong emphasis within new campus style facilities on involvement with local communities

and iwi. It was anticipated that this local involvement would significantly increase the

number of visitors to the Site Manager’s Office, which if situated in the heart of the prison

complex would necessitate a significant number of people entering the main facility –

which is contrary to the view that as few people as possible should enter the main facility”.

 Sally ports: Corrections advised “Each facility has a primary and secondary sally port. The

length and gross floor area for each of these are:

Prison Designation Dimensions (m) Area (m2)

SHCF Primary 25.3 X 8 202

Secondary 15 X 5.6 84

ORCF Primary 24 X 7.4 177.6

Secondary 12 X 7.4 88.8

Risdon Primary 20 X 7 140

ACT Primary 20 X 6 120

For both facilities the secondary sally port is also used as a garage for the facility’s

emergency response vehicle and associated equipment. It is also of lesser ‘finish’ than the

primary sally port and is naturally ventilated as opposed to mechanical ventilation required

by regular use under AS 1668.2.

The length of the primary sally port at both facilities reflected the decision by Corrections

to facilitate the operation of Corrections Inmate Employment (CIE) within the secure

perimeter (potential industries included timber processing, horticulture and light

engineering) by enabling CIE to receive and dispatch material and products that require a

B – Double Truck.”

6.3.1.3 What alternative decisions have been made elsewhere?

At the two comparator prisons, the solution has been distinctly different, and achieved at a

significant cost reduction for the gatehouse and the three components described above.

 Prisoner reception and property stores: Both of the comparator prisons have the

prisoner reception and property store functions within the secure perimeter, separate from

the gatehouse, but in close proximity. The designs are both one level buildings

incorporated into the functional spine of the prison which sits between the entry/gatehouse
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area (a no-prisoner zone) and the accommodation areas. They both include a small mesh-

walled vehicle lock for unloading and uploading prisoners into vans.

Areas for prisoner reception and property store (PRPS) functions and number of holding

cells for the SHCF, ORCF, Risdon and ACT are:

Prison PRPS area (m2) Area/Prisoner (m2) Holding cells

SHCF 985 1.5 7

ORCF 685 1.41 7

Risdon 220 0.8 4

ACT 521 1.7 5

Note:
1 Based on the ultimate capacity of 500 prisoners

While the area per prisoner is similar at SHCF, ORCF and ACT, Risdon is less. However the

key element of the approach taken in the two comparator prisons is the provision of a

separate single story building for these functions.

The build cost is lower as the buildings are single story, and importantly, they do not form

part of the perimeter. To build a prisoner reception and property store separate from the

gatehouse is estimated to cost $2000/m2 (based on the SKM database). The estimated

cost of gatehouse construction is $6500m2 (based on the SKM database) however it is

considered that the incremental cost of including these areas in the gatehouse would be

less than the average cost (as they are not complex spaces) so a cost of $4500/m2 has

been allowed. Hence there is a potential on any future prison build for a cost reduction of

some $2,500/m2. Over the total building area at SHCF and ORCF the total potential saving

could be as high a $4,000,000.

 Sally ports: In both of the comparator prisons only one sally port has been provided. The

doors are designed to a high reliability standard and probability of a failure to operate is

held low by appropriate test and maintenance procedures. The sally ports are built to

accommodate the largest emergency vehicle likely to require access.

In both Risdon and ACT, the emergency response vehicle is to be parked outside the

complex on ‘Hard Standing’ parking.

Based on SHCF, if a single sally port equivalent to that provided at Risdon is used, the

reduction in area for this purpose would be some 60m2. The elimination of the secondary

sally port at 84m2 gives a total potential savings in area of 146m2. Using the SKM

database cost of $2,000/m2 for sally ports this savings in area represents a potential cost

saving of $292,000 at any future prison build.

 Site management office: At Risdon, the General Manager’s office is in the central ‘spine’

building within the prison. This location was chosen to ensure proximity to administrative
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and operational management. Access for visitors is not a key issue as the area between

the gatehouse and the spine is a ‘no-prisoner’ area. However, visitors do need to register

and pass through the access control.

At ACT, the General Manager’s office is in the gatehouse. This location was chosen as the

administration was also located in the gatehouse. This is an expensive solution in terms

providing office space.

At future prison builds, Corrections could realize potential cost savings if the site manager’s

office and administration are placed within the complex, rather than in the gatehouse.

These savings would be due to the fact that this structure would be a single-storey, less

complex building type.

 Gatehouse: It is also useful to consider the core design of the gatehouse, net of the sally

port, prisoner reception and property stores. For example:

Prison Gatehouse Area (m2)

SHCF 920

ORCF 836

ACT 1,025

Risdon 423

ACT has a largest gatehouse of all the prisons. Risdon has the smallest gatehouse, which

was achieved through having an external visitor reception waiting and processing building

(180m2), and substantially smaller entry and reception areas, control room and access

control areas were able to be achieved. This led to significant saving because of the high

cost of gatehouse construction.

As an example, the table below compares specific areas of the gatehouse at SHCF and

Risdon, to demonstrate what could be achieved at a new prison build. (Note that these

areas do not the total the areas of the complete gatehouse as shown in the table above.)

Prison Entry and
Reception (m2)

Control
Room (m2)

Crisis
Management

(m2)

Total
(m2)

SHCF 185 370 120 675

Risdon 136 144 70 350

As gatehouse construction costs are relatively high because of its role as an integral part of

the perimeter and that it is a two level building, reductions in net floor area attract

significant savings.

None of these areas are related directly to the number of prisoners held, even though the

number of staff and visitors passing through the entry and reception area would be
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greater, and may be seen as requiring a larger space. The number of personnel using

these facilities at any one time is controlled by managing arrival times and the processes

employed.

The size of both the control room and crisis management area is more related to the

function carried out and equipment fit out than prisoner numbers.

A potential reduction in area for gatehouse at a new prison of some 200m2 over the

provisions at SHCF or ORCF could be easily achieved, resulting in a cost saving in the order

of $900,000, using the SKM database. In the case of SHCF and ORCF, compared to

Risdon, savings of some $2,236,000 and $1,858,000 respectively appear achievable. Note

that these are net savings after providing equivalent areas in lower cost construction.

6.3.1.4 What trade-offs and policy changes would be required to achieve this
alternative?

To implement any potential savings identified for this element, value engineering outcomes,

continuous improvement processes and reviews of operational procedures in the New Zealand

context are necessary rather than policy changes.

With regard to the comparator prisons, it is noted that ACT has the largest gatehouse, and so

has adopted a solution that is more costly than that adopted at SHCF and ORCF. However

Risdon does provide a demonstration of what can be achieved in this area. The solutions

adopted at Risdon would need to be evaluated in the New Zealand context if the above

options were to be incorporated in any future prison design. These include:

 Prisoner reception and property store to be built in a one level building apart from but near

the gatehouse

 Areas (GFA) for reception and store functions and number of holding cells would need to

be revised

 A single sally port only to be incorporated

 Sally port length to be 20m only (or largest emergency vehicle)

 Maximum vehicle length for industry delivery vehicles not to exceed sally port length set

on the above criteria, unless it can be realistically demonstrated on the basis of operational

experience at SHCF and ORCF that the needs of industry justify the additional sally port

length

 Housing or garaging of emergency response vehicle on ‘hard-standing’ or carport/garage

outside gatehouse

 Location of the site manager’s office to a more economic building type

 Visitor processing options (in gatehouse or separate building)

 Control room and equipment room areas, and
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 Location of entry, access control and reception areas in gatehouse to a more economic

building type.

6.3.2 ELEMENT 7 – INDUSTRY BUILDINGS

6.3.2.1 What was done at SHCF and ORCF?

The GFA for industries for adult male prisoners at SHCF and ORCF are provided below

together with the comparison to the comparator prisons.

Prison Industry building (m2) GFA/Prisoner (m2)

SHCF 1,560 2.7

ORCF 1,074 2.1

ACT 920(1) 3.6

Risdon 920 3.2

Note:

1. ACT has a policy of providing work for remand prisoners, and so they have been included

in the calculation of GFA/Prisoner, however women and special cells are excluded. The

area for industry at ACT also includes 400m2 which is currently used for deliveries and

holding areas, but is intended for future expansion.

6.3.2.2 What rationale did Corrections use to establish this option?

These areas were based on a CIE notional operation requirement of 400m2 per 10 prisoners

working at one time and the nature of the work done, which includes timber processing,

horticulture and light engineering. It was also recognized that the provision of industry types

for each prison would be based on identified needs and opportunities within the surrounding

region. As industries were not established in advance of the facilities being built, a standard

workshop building was provided which is of generic fabrication.

It was also noted that the Government (as distinct from Corrections) has purchased the

provision of employment or employment related training for 60% of all sentenced inmates

from CIE. This is to be achieved in 2009. Corrections acknowledged that employment and

training numbers in existing prisons, including at Northland Regional Corrections Facility, have

not yet reached this target.

6.3.2.3 What alternative decisions have been made elsewhere?

At ACT, the objective of a high level of activity is also present, although precise targets have

not yet been set. Industry activity is expected to be light industrial and confined to sentenced

male prisoners in the industry complex. There is an objective of encouraging all inmates
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(excluding women) including remand prisoners to work and if this is achieved, the GFA per

working prisoner would be some 3.6m2.

At Risdon, the objective is also to provide work for all sentenced inmates (there are no

remand inmates), with an objective of 70% employment, including workshops, horticulture,

ground maintenance, block cleaning and simple maintenance activities. Industry activities in

the workshop building are expected to include a commercial laundry, tailoring, light

engineering and woodworking/joining activities. Total GFA for these are some 920m2 or 3.2m2

per prisoner.

It can be seen that the effective GFA per relevant prisoner for the comparator prisons are

larger than those at SHCF and ORCF.

6.3.2.4 What trade-offs and policy changes would be required to achieve this
alternative?

The GFA per prisoner for comparator prisons are larger than at SHCF/ORCF.

It is also acknowledged that neither of the comparator prisons have operational experience,

so their performance against their objectives will need to be tested. However the analysis

does demonstrate that the facilities provided at SHCF and ORCF are in line with the

comparator prisons in this aspect.

It would seem appropriate, given the relatively high cost of these buildings, that the

requirements be reviewed before commencing detailed design on any new prison to ensure

ongoing value for money. Operational experience gained at SHCF and ORCF would be a key

input into such a review.

Policy objectives that impact on this area, and which could be considered in any such future

review include:

 CIE policy and requirement for industry buildings

 Types of industries that have a high probability of achievability in the region

 Level of training associated with the likely industry, and

 Options for future expansion from the initial industry build.

The success of these programmes at SHCF and ORCF would be a significant input to such a

review.
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6.3.3 ELEMENT 8 – HEALTH CENTRES

6.3.3.1 What was done at SHCF and ORCF?

The following GFA table sets out areas to service health needs for both SHCF, ORCF and

comparator prisons.

Prison Health
centres

(m2)

Hospital

(m2)

Crisis
support unit

(m2)

Training

(m2)

Total

(m2)

SHCF 440 - - - 440

ORCF 515 - - - 515

Risdon 448 220 - 100 768

ACT 449 160 420 - 1,029

6.3.3.2 What rationale did Corrections use to establish this option?

The health centres at these prisons were scoped to provide the agreed level of service from

the Ministry of Health, i.e. primary health care equivalent to that available to the general

population. Some degree of secondary health care is also being provided on site, such as

forensic mental health and specialist consultations. It was also recognised that prisoners, in

general, and Maori and Pacific Islander Peoples, in particular, have higher than average health

needs. The health centres at ORCF are scoped to provide for a potential future population of

500 prisoners.

6.3.3.3 What alternative decisions have been made elsewhere?

The two comparator prisons health centres were provided with additional capability to that

provided at SHCF and ORCF. Risdon has a 6 bed, 24-hour in-hospital ward and ACT has a

similar 6 bed facility. Risdon has an attached training and health staff building, whilst ACT has

a Crisis Support unit as part of its health centre. Equivalent GFA analysis is shown above.

This is not to say this additional capability is required in any future prison build.

When comparing the ‘like with like’ components of the health centres, the GFA provided for

the equivalent health function is of the same order at all prisons.

6.3.3.4 What trade-offs and policy changes would be required to
achieve this alternative?

Although the direct comparisons of GFA show that there are similar provisions on a built area

basis for the primary health buildings, it would seem appropriate, given the relatively high

cost of these buildings, that the requirements be reviewed before commencing detailed design

on any new prison to ensure ongoing value for money. Operational experience gained at

SHCF and ORCF would be a key input into such a review.
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6.3.4 ELEMENT 9 – PROGRAMME CENTRES

6.3.4.1 What was done at SHCF and ORCF?

The GFA built area for programmes for all adult prisoners in the four prisons are:

SHCF: 1,516 m2 or 2.7 m2 per prisoner
ORCF: 1,220 m2 (1) or 2.4 m2 per prisoner
ACT: 805 m2 or 2.7 m2 per prisoner
Risdon: 350 m2 or 1.2 m2 per prisoner

Note:

1. Based on an ultimate capacity of 500

6.3.4.2 What rationale did Corrections use to establish this option?

Corrections has advised E&P that the rehabilitative focus of these facilities results in a focus on

programme activities, and the relevant area provided per prisoner was seen as appropriate.

6.3.4.3 What alternative decisions have been made elsewhere?

At ACT, some effort is being given to programmes for remand prisoners as well as sentenced

prisoners. At Risdon it is not easy to compare ‘like with like’ as the programmes are delivered

partly in the education centre and partly in the accommodation units (day spaces). The areas

provided at SHCF and ORCF are lower than for ACT, and although higher than Risdon,

because at Risdon the day space is used for programme delivery.

6.3.4.4 What trade-offs and policy changes would be required to
achieve this alternative?

SHCF and ORCF compare favourably with the ACT, but Risdon has a lower provision due to

the use of day space to deliver programmes. The use of day spaces as a multifunctional

space is considered to be a cost effective use of space when compared to individual space

being provided for each function.

6.3.5 ELEMENT 10 – VISIT CENTRES

6.3.5.1 What was done at SHCF and ORCF?

The GFAs for visits and the equivalent per prisoner areas in the four prisons are:

SHCF: 882 m2 or 1.5 m2 per prisoner
ORCF: 850 m2 (1) or 1.7 m2 per prisoner
ACT: 738 m2 or 2.5 m2 per prisoner
Risdon: 495 m2 or 1.7 m2 per prisoner

Note:

1 Based on an ultimate capacity of 500
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6.3.5.2 What rationale did Corrections use to establish this option?

Corrections considers “the sizes of the visits facilities are directly appropriate” to the visiting

regimes, including frequency, length of sessions, and anticipated visitor volumes.

6.3.5.3 What alternative decisions have been made elsewhere?

The areas provided are consistent with the New Zealand prisons on a per prisoner basis for

Risdon but greater for ACT. It is noted, however that the area required is driven by the visit

regimes and the opportunity to ensure that the visit centre has optimal use through

scheduling visits, programming length, frequency of visits to give optimal operational

flexibility and desired frequency of contact with visitors.

6.3.5.4 What trade-offs and policy changes would be required to
achieve this alternative?

Comparison of the GFA per prisoner shows that there are similar provisions for visits buildings

between the New Zealand and Risdon prison, while ACT has additional area provided on a per

prisoner basis.

6.4 SITE INFRASTRUCTURE AND OTHER ALL-SITE ISSUES

6.4.1 ELEMENT 11 – ACCESS ROADS

6.4.1.1 What was done at SHCF and ORCF?

Access roads at SHCF are of a ‘high-standard’ relative to the expected traffic, including

surface finish and kerbing. The roadway network is extensive with access roads from the

perimeter circuit being provided into most buildings. At ORCF the extent of access roads is

substantially less.

6.4.1.2 What rationale did Corrections use to establish this option?

Corrections has stated that “Roadways were provided in accordance with the provisions of the

Building Act 2004, performance requirement C2.3, and Regulation 16 of the Fire Safety and

Evacuation Regulations requiring that fire rescue vehicles have access to the buildings. Whilst

the details of this may be subject to negotiations, the final determination of adequacy rests

with the National Commander.

It is noted also that at ORCF, negotiations with the relevant fire authority reached a

compromise that significantly reduced the extent of the road network provided for fire vehicle

access.”
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6.4.1.3 What alternative decisions have been made elsewhere?

At both comparator prisons the perimeter road was sealed but not fully surfaced and the road

network provided was a perimeter encircling road only. This was as a result of negotiations

with the relevant fire authorities regarding the adequacy and capability of access provided for

their fire fighting appliances.

6.4.1.4 What trade-offs and policy changes would be required to
achieve this alternative?

To achieve this alternative in future prison builds, Corrections would need to enter into

negotiations with the relevant fire authorities, as occurred at ORCF, to develop practical

outcomes for both the extent of the road network provided and the final road surface finish.

Other considerations should include the specific design requirements such as design life, type

of service (pedestrian, light vehicle, heavy vehicle) site ground conditions, drainage,

trafficability and security issues.

As a basis for comparison, a chip seal surfaced road (including kerb and channelling) for a 4m

wide single lane road is estimated to cost $70/m2, while an asphaltic concrete surfaced road is

estimated to cost $90/m2. A piped stormwater system could add $50 -75/m2 to this, with

additional pavement edging adding a further $15/m2.

6.4.2 ELEMENT 12 - PERIMETER CONSTRUCTION

6.4.2.1 What was done at SHCF and ORCF?

At both prisons the perimeter consisted of a pre-cast concrete slab outside wall with an

internal sterile zone and one level of detection, with the delay element being provided by the

wall height and construction.

6.4.2.2 What rationale did Corrections use to establish this option?

Corrections advised E&P that the chosen perimeter wall design represented the optimal

solution from design, construction speed, material and preparation, cost and security ‘fitness

for purpose’ perspectives. For NRCF, the chemically corrosive ground conditions (and the

associated requirement for ongoing maintenance to avoid failure of metal components) were

a further consideration. The design was subsequently reviewed for ORCF in light of the local

ground and transport conditions. The general design was again adopted, with some

refinements in the footing design due to improved ground bearing capacity and construction

methodology.
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6.4.2.3 What alternative decisions have been made elsewhere?

At the comparator prisons, both of which have a maximum security classification for the

external perimeter, due to the nature of the highest prisoner classification held, perimeter

walls were not of concrete construction. At ACT, the external wall is a steel “fence” type with

two internal sterile zones with both delay and detection components. At Risdon the perimeter

is a meshed construction with razor wire loops at the internal base and electrification of the

internal side of the mesh. In both cases the decision to adopt this form of construction was

driven by cost considerations.

In the Part A report, it was noted that the CWA at SHCF identified a potential saving.

6.4.2.4 What trade-offs and policy changes would be required to
achieve this alternative?

Corrections could consider a further examination of the value for money of the SHCF and

ORCF approach to the type and design of the perimeter construction compared to the

potentially lower-cost alternatives in place in similar situations in other jurisdictions.

6.5 AREAS NOT EVALUATED

There are many other elements which have been excluded from the benchmarking process

that may merit consideration in any future prison design considerations. They were not

considered in this analysis as it was considered appropriate to focus on the main elements

that form the key cost components of the prison.

They included:

 High level operational elements, such

as main control room, response areas,

and intelligence

 Administration spaces and staff

amenities

 Visitor and staff parking

 Management and remand facilities

 Youth prisoner areas

 Minimum security areas

 Special care units

 Outdoor sporting or recreation areas,

and

 Kitchens and catering facilities
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7 OTHER RELEVANT COST DRIVERS

7.1 INTRODUCTION

In this section, E&P identifies and describes practices and policy frameworks impacting the

scope/design choices at SHCF and ORCF prisons. Where useful, E&P also identifies and discuss

alternative approaches utilised elsewhere.

This section has been split into internal cost drivers, or drivers directly within Corrections’

area of control, and external cost drivers, or drivers outside Corrections’ direct control, such

as Building and Fire Regulations.

7.2 INTERNAL COST DRIVERS

Almost all Corrections’ policies will impact on costs of any future prison design. Most of these

impacts are self evident and require a balance between operational efficiency and

effectiveness and the cost of the built form and its associated functional areas and support

systems. E&P believes that the major practices and policies (within the scope of the review)

either impacting cost or having the potential to impact cost on future prison builds are the:

 Regional Prisons Policy

 Design of accommodation units to provide flexibility for changes in the security

classification of the muster

 Current internal facility design standards

 Various operational practices, and

 CIE employment policy.

The impact of each of the above (excluding the design of accommodation units, which is

discussed in Sect 6.2.1), and the potential trade-offs in adopting alternative approaches, are

discussed below.

7.2.1 Regional Prisons Policy

Development of complex campus style prisons, away from areas where construction of this

type normally takes place, may result in a higher cost than that which may be achieved

otherwise. Additional costs may arise from additional transport costs for material to remote

areas, and additional labour costs to attract labour to these areas.

7.2.2 Use of Correction’s Internal Facility Standards

Corrections has advised that the objectives for putting in place their internal facility standards

were to document “best industry practice”, producing “extremely detailed descriptive space
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analyses”, and translating accumulated knowledge into the local “physical, constructional and

cultural environment.” E&P reviewed and compared these standards to practice elsewhere.

There are two approaches to writing standards of this type – a prescriptive inputs-driven

approach, and an objectives or outcomes-driven approach. There are positives and negatives

to both approaches. The former tends to create repeatable results, but also may lock into

place existing methods and approaches, constraining designers and constructors. The latter

tends to create an environment where more ‘new’ design work is required for each project,

but also encourages innovation and maximizes the degree to which learning from previous

projects can be taken up in future prison builds.

The New Zealand facility standard is very comprehensive; spanning 4 volumes and covering

all aspects of facility design. It tends towards being inputs-driven rather than being objectives

or outcomes-driven. It captures the comprehensive work Corrections performed on cell

design, but also locks down design in other areas of prison design, where perhaps this may

not be optimal for future prison builds.

E&P acknowledges that Corrections standards do allow for some flexibility in outcome, as is

demonstrated by the differing solutions delivered at SHCF and ORCF.

Corrections could consider allowing further flexibility in its facility standards, by adopting a

more outcome-oriented approach. This is not to propose a weakening of the standards, but

rather E&P suggests the standards tend more toward a statement of Corrections’ functional

objectives. E&P notes that this approach has been adopted in Queensland, Victoria and

Tasmania.

7.2.3 Operational practices

Based on the observations made during the visits to the prisons, discussions with the

members of the project team and on-site with the operational personal, and a detailed

examination of the documentation, the following operational issues were noted. This is not an

exclusive list and there may be other factors that deserve equal consideration.

Manpower policies: The 1:20 staff to prisoner ratio came into effect after the RPDP designs

were established, and therefore did not have an impact on the design. Had the ratio been in

place, Corrections believes it is likely that accommodation blocks comprising multiples of 20

would have been the norm. Instead, for example at SHCF, Corrections is left operating with

5 officers for 88 beds, or a ratio of 1:17.6 staff to prisoner ratio.

Clearly moving to lower staff to prisoner ratio will result in a saving in this type of staff cost,

and reviewing this ratio could be considered by Corrections as part of any overall review of

policy and labour agreements. In such a review, full advantage of the technology available to

reduce staffing costs should be adopted where economic, such as electronic locking.

E&P briefly reviewed the overall custodial model and manpower plan for the new facilities - it

appears that the model is similar and the overall manning levels are broadly equivalent to
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that used in the Risdon prison. ACT detailed manning models are not yet firmed up. As noted

previously a detailed comparison and analysis would be required to evaluate whether this

equivalence is accurate and whether any potential savings would be available from

modifications to these policies.

Muster Policy: It appeared from discussions with operational staff that the policy for

musters of the general prison population is that they be done on an hourly basis. This is

inconsistent with comparable operational practices at the comparator prisons; the usual

requirement is three or four musters for the general prison population every 24-hour period.

The current policy may require additional staff resources compared to comparator prisons.

Industry Policy: The efficacy of the structured day policy is dependant upon reaching the

agreed level of training and employment delivery balanced by the programme and educational

activities. Hence it is essential that sufficient industry buildings be provided to support the

policy. The buildings provided at SHCF and ORCF are expensive ‘multi-purpose’ facilities. The

experience to date at NRCF is instructive.

To date, “no business-like activities have been identified at [NRCF] … to support further

development of the on-site workshop.” At NRCF, “employment-related training positions”

have been provided for “36% of sentenced prisoners”, a number below the ultimate target,

but satisfying the Government given this is the first year of operation.

By the time Corrections is building its next prison, data should be available as to the

utilisation of industry buildings for business-like activities and training at NRCF, SHCF and

ORCF. If actual utilization continues to be below design assumptions, Corrections could

consider trading off the size and complexity of such buildings with compensatory programmes

and educational facilities at future prisons. There is also, of course, the potential option to

reduce the size of similar facilities at future prisons, by planning to utilize the facilities more

intensively (e.g., double-shifting). Corrections advised that these opportunities have been

recognised, and will be considered in conjunction with policy work that is currently underway

in respect of inmate employment. Such considerations may also impact on staffing and

security regimes, and the ability to motivate and work/train prisoners at varying hours.

Security policy: The security and communications facilities at both SHCF and ORCF are

considered technically and functionally appropriate to the security classification of the prisons

and the operational practices adopted (Noting that E&P has already identified how different

operating practices could lead to cost savings). The perimeter consists of a concrete wall with

one sterile zone incorporating one level of electronic detection and is under automatic event

initiated camera surveillance. The buildings for medium–high classification prisoners have an

appropriate and comparable level of building perimeter design, cell design, functional space,

electronic and manual surveillance capability, and access control for medium-high

accommodation.
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The operational approach within all standard accommodation areas is “manual locking and

unlocking of cells by key”. This would seem to under-use the capability implicit within the

security control system for controlled electronic door management. Other jurisdictions have

concluded that manual locking and unlocking is a low priority task requiring significant staff

commitment. In future prison builds, Corrections could consider adjusting its policies so that

medium-high cells are remotely locked and unlocked and medium-low cells have privacy locks

only. Improved utilization of remote locking may also have advantages in enabling more cost

effective timely approaches to emergency evacuation procedures.

Gatehouse access control, including visitor and staff identification and screening, is also

considered appropriate for medium-security prisons. The equipment provided in the Master

Control Room and the various supporting security and communications systems is consistent

with that used in the comparator prisons.

7.2.4 CIE policy

The CIE provided some of the major elements for the construction on these projects.

7.2.4.1 Pre-cast slabs for walls and buildings (SHCF only – transportation costs
precluded CIE supplying ORCF)

Corrections advised that CIE were selected to supply various pre-cast components for SHCF

after a feasibility study identified the capability and capacity to deliver to the required

standard of pre-cast materials, and that the cost was at least comparable to, and potentially

less than market-cost. It was also considered that the local market lacked the ability to

reliably supply the required items in the required lead times. The use of CIE has benefited the

existing prison population by providing good workplace training in current practices, and

achievement of qualifications that are of use both to themselves and to industry upon their

release.

At the comparator prisons, pre-cast slabs for buildings were supplied from normal commercial

organizations under contractual arrangements. At Risdon, given the limited capacity of the

local market and the size of the project, a number of suppliers were used to ensure continuity

and timelines in supply.

7.2.4.2 Embedded metalwork (cell doors, windows and cell furniture)

Corrections advised that in order to achieve efficiencies in installation and fit, a number of

cell-door options were investigated. These were then compared against practical standards

and referenced to the lightweight doorframes used previously that had proved to be

inadequate. The final design was chosen because it eliminated distortion, enabled on-site

post fixing of the locks, and produced a robust product without the need for sophisticated

bending and welding equipment. The final design was within the capability of CIE to produce
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from its existing plant and machinery, and therefore the production of the new design did not

add costs to CIE.

The window frames were originally designed to meet perceived security needs and had the

flexibility to be able to be upgraded (or downgraded) should the future need arise. The final

product was the result of a major design effort that ensured the integrity of the pre-cast units

during manufacture, transportation and installation. Again, production of these components

was within the capability of CIE, using existing manufacturing capacity and plant and

machinery.

The high security doors were designed to meet requirements for resistance to destruction,

interference and assault. Designs were subjected to a rigorous destruction-testing

programme that allowed for further refinement as required by the operator.

It is noted that the construction of these elements was from 5mm steel, heavier than that

observed in the comparator prisons and heavier than similar elements commonly available

from commercial providers. Corrections advised that this gauge of steel was necessary to suit

CIE’s existing equipment, as well as minimising distortion during fabrication, transport and

erection.

At the comparator prisons all elements of the embedded metal structures, doors and windows

of the cell blocks were provided under competitive tender processes. It is noted that the

steelwork used to manufacture these components was generally 2.5mm to 3mm thick and

has met the required standards.

7.2.4.3 Pre-cast elements for the perimeter walls

At SHCF, CIE supplied the pre-cast panels for the perimeter wall. At the two comparator

prisons, the equivalent of CIE was not involved in the supply of these elements. There is no

existing prison in the ACT from which work could be obtained, and the capability of the

current workplace facility in the old Risdon prison is limited. All elements were therefore

supplied under commercial contracts under competitive tendering processes. Even in

jurisdictions where there are extensive prison industries (e.g., NSW and Victoria), it is rare

that major construction elements are provided by those industries.

There are distinct advantages to the CIE system, particularly in meeting prisoner employment

objectives. Nonetheless, at future prison builds, Corrections could consider undertaking the

normal competitive tender approach, which includes CIE, to provide a rigorous market-based

confirmation of the relative cost and supply situations for the provision of these key elements

of the prison structure. It is acknowledged that Corrections did carry out an extensive

feasibility study into the use of CIE, and concluded that the cost would be at least comparable

to or less than that available from commercial suppliers. It was also seen to overcome local

supply constraints at some RPDP prisons. However, in E&P’s experience market testing is

preferred method of demonstrating value for money.
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7.3 CORRECTIONS’ EXTERNAL COST DRIVERS

The task of delivering the RPDP prisons on-time and on-budget has been made more difficult

by a number of external factors. Corrections can influence some of these external factors to a

degree; in this section, E&P is interested in exploring the key factors and developing options

for influencing these external factors, based on experience in other jurisdictions, for

Corrections to consider. E&P believes the major external factors either impacting cost or

having the potential to impact cost on future prison builds are the:

 Resource Management Act (RMA)

 Building and Fire Regulations, and

 Attending to the Needs of Maori and Pacific Peoples.

In E&P’s view, it is apparent that the criticality of delivering the RPDP prisons within a short

timeframe was a significant factor in Corrections’ approach in dealing with the above external

factors. Hence E&P believes that now, following completion of the RPDP prisons, Corrections is

well positioned to adjust its approach in these areas to maximize value for money achievable

on future prison builds. The impact of each of the above, and the potential trade-offs in

adopting alternative approaches, are discussed below.

7.3.1 Resource Management Act

To assist this review to properly contextualise and represent the role of the RMA in

determining or otherwise contributing to costs, Corrections has provided commentary which is

attached to this review as Appendix E. Key points from this commentary have been used here

to frame E&P’s comments on the impact of the RMA, and the potential for Corrections to

consider a possible change in approach.

From a practical standpoint, the process allows for input from parties affected by the prison

development, and also from the general public. The developer has the opportunity to accept

proposed conditions which maybe ‘borderline’ from an effects perspective, in order to settle

appeals and avoid further delay to a project. Appeals can be lodged in the Environment Court,

and conditions offered or imposed.

Compared to other jurisdictions, the New Zealand public has a greater opportunity for

involvement, and expects its concerns to be addressed. The process allows for such input.

The outcome can result in better testing of the environmental effects of a project. However, it

can also result in greater direct or up-front costs to the developer in order to avoid delay or

project postponement.

The consenting process has had a major influence on the RPDP prisons. E&P understands that

time was of the essence in the delivery of these projects, so achieving approval to start

construction as expeditiously as possible was a priority. As a result, conditions were accepted
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that in other circumstances may have been challenged, in order to achieve completion dates

rather than optimise the costs of the projects.

An example of the consenting process decisions which affected these facilities from the advice

provided by Corrections was: “The requirement for screen planting and general landscaping

was extensive in terms of number and size of the landscaping and plantings. In some cases,

the requirement appears to go beyond ‘reasonable’ visual mitigation, e.g., screening out the

possibility of a distant glimpse of the SHCF from one stretch of State Highway 1”. Some

planting was required to be completed prior to construction, and most planting was required

to be completed prior to opening the facilities – these conditions meant that Corrections could

not reasonably utilise prison labour to undertake the majority of planting, as is common in

other jurisdictions.

Other conditions with significant impact included protection of ephemeral stream and springs

at SHCF, leading to a doubling of overall site earthworks, and at ORCF requirements around

low reflectance finish to perimeter walls and enhanced landscaped bunds. Both these

requirements led to increased direct costs, but potentially avoided lengthy delays.

It is clear that the RMA process is a significant cost driver. In future prison builds, many

potentially costly changes to design proposals may be forced upon Corrections, if Corrections

once again is in a position where it must optimise projects for time to completion.

For Corrections to optimise for value for money in future prison builds, greater lead times

should be allowed to provide for the potential of better value for money outcomes. One

approach to managing this issue may be for Corrections to acquire and consent future sites

prior to the need to commence construction of the facility.

7.3.2 Building and Fire Regulations

There are three key issues in this area:

 Fire and smoke detection and control

 Internal roadways, and

 Cavity wall construction.

7.3.2.1 Fire and smoke detection and control

At both ORCF and SHCF, all accommodation units have both VESDA smoke detection and

sprinklers fitted to cells, and sprinklers fitted to day spaces and functional rooms in the

accommodation blocks.

Corrections advised that provision of an in-cell sprinkler system is a legislated requirement

under the Building Act 2004 and the Fire Services Act 1975 – details of these requirements

are included here in Appendix F.
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As automatic door locks are not provided to the cells in accommodation units, inmates are

required to remain inside the cell until released. Under the regulations, this means that an

automatic sprinkler system is required to control the growth and size of a potential fire.

At the comparator prisons the decision was made to have all medium-high cell doors fitted

with electronic locks (medium-low cells have privacy locks only so inmates can exit the cells

at any time). The cells are fitted with VESDA smoke detection systems and not with

sprinklers. Sprinklers are, however, fitted to some day space areas, such as kitchenettes. In

the case of a fire or smoke alarm, the medium-high cells affected are able to be opened

remotely, allowing the occupants to vacate to the day space This space has few flammable

fittings, is secured and under camera surveillance. The safety of the day space is also

enhanced by smoke extraction in the case of a fire and there is also back-up evacuation

available into the outdoor fenced exercise yard, which can be initiated through remote

operation of the exit door to the yards.

Whilst Fire and Building Regulations vary somewhat from State to State, many jurisdictions in

Australia have sought and obtained special provisions for prisons, which are recognized as a

particular and different class of occupied buildings, with special features such as 24 hour

staffing. The relevant authorities have recognised that the safety outcomes required can be

provided in these circumstances through means other than sprinklers. The comparator

prisons are examples of this approach. This has resulted in a significant cost reduction for the

accommodation units, due to the elimination of the extensive piping and fittings associated

with sprinklers in cells, and a number of other building code variations. Another driving

objective has been the desire to design cells with as much attention as possible to self harm

reduction. Sprinkler heads available commercially can be a substantial self-harm hazard.

Using the SKM database, which shows the cost of sprinkler systems to be $50 – 75/m2, cost

reductions of some $110,000 to $160,000 per accommodation block have been estimated as

the potential savings available if this initiative is able to be implemented through discussions

with the relevant authorities, at future prison builds.

Clearly, Corrections must comply with the regulations that are in place. E&P also

acknowledges that the current outcomes are the result of negotiations with the New Zealand

Fire Service and that different outcomes were achieved at ORCF compared to SHCF. In the

future, however, there may be opportunities to work with the New Zealand Fire Service with

regard to the application of the Fire and Building regulations to prisons (without compromising

safety) where these regulations have significant potential to drive cost increases. It is also

noted that the application of some of the provisions of the regulatory regimes is discretionary,

at the behest of the National Commander, who may require that certain provisions are met or

that certain agreed compromises meet the requirements of the relevant legislation.

Negotiations at this level may assist in achieving value for money outcomes.
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7.3.2.2 Internal roadways

The Fire and Building Regulation regimes as applied at SHCF dictated the extent and finish of

the internal roadways. At ORCF, negotiation with the New Zealand Fire Service resulted in the

roadway issue being resolved via a more realistic, but still functional, lower cost solution. This

negotiation of lower cost solutions without loss of functionality is a positive practice that

Corrections should continue to utilize on future prison builds.

7.3.2.3 Cavity wall construction

On each site visit, E&P was informed that external cavity wall waterproofing was being applied

to both the inner and outer cavity extremities with flashing being required to extend from the

base right through to the highest opening point. It is understood that this was in order to

comply with a new Building Regulation that had been introduced to resolve a waterproofing

issue arising in domestic veneer construction. It is also understood that the Waikato and

Clutha District Councils, the local authorities responsible for building regulations for SHCF and

ORCF, respectively, made differing Building Act determinations on the design solution for the

accommodation blocks. In other jurisdictions, prisons have either sought to be exempt from

similar requirements, or to have a central body adjudicate on prison build proposals, to

ensure dependable, uniform interpretation.

Corrections states that the only form of recourse against the decisions made by the district

councils would have been to seek a determination from the Department of Building and

Housing, and that this determination “could have taken up to six months to achieve with an

associate programme delay, and no certainty that the resultant determination [would be in

our favour]”. While highlighting the need to plan ahead and give due time for these processes

to be utilised to Corrections’ favour on future prison builds, this comments also highlights that

Corrections should consider seeking an exemption to the requirements, as has been granted

in other jurisdictions on the basis that prisons are a special design challenge.

7.3.2.4 Summary - Building and Fire Regulations

These three issues demonstrate the need for the identification of potential regulatory issues

at an early stage and the need for negotiations with the relevant authorities to ensure that

the specific characteristics and specialist nature of prisons are understood and considered in

applying the regulatory environment to prison project designs. Corrections should continue to

apply its approach, which E&P endorses, to the issue of the internal roadway build at ORCF to

all relevant aspects of future prison builds.

7.3.3 Attending to the Needs of Maori and Pacific Peoples

To assist this review to properly contextualise and represent the role of attending to the

needs of Maori and Pacific Peoples in determining or otherwise contributing to costs,

Corrections has provided a commentary which is attached to this review as Appendix G. E&P’s
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comments on the impact of attending to the needs of Maori and Pacific Peoples, and the

potential for Corrections to alter its approach, are given after taking heed of this information.

Key to the current approach to reducing re-offending is that Maori and Pacific Peoples cultural

approaches are essential to achieving equitable results for Maori and Pacific Peoples. This

principle has unquestionable support in many Australian jurisdictions with respect to their

approaches in achieving positive correctional outcomes with indigenous Australians and

prisoners of other distinct cultural and religious backgrounds (e.g., Muslim prisoners).

Corrections’ current approach physically manifests in special landscaping, allowances in the built

environment, and on-site cultural and religious centres, resulting in an identifiable cost impact.

Commitment to the current approach requires that these types of investments be made.

However, in the cultural and religious centres, E&P observed facilities of superior quality and

therefore most likely more costly, than those provided in other jurisdictions for similar

purposes. Corrections could review the value for money aspects of these centres for future

prison builds. It is not the provision of these cultural and religious centres that is the issue: it

is the size and quality of fit-out and furnishings that are referenced. It is recognised that

different contexts may have differing needs in this regard, and it is the achievement of the

operational objectives consistent with the levels of investment (i.e. value for money outcomes

in the New Zealand context) that is important. In this context it is worth noting the high

levels of Maori and Pacific Peoples’ incarceration.

7.4 OTHER OPPORTUNITIES

There are also other, more radical options for lower-cost future builds, outside of the scope of

this report. The most significant of these opportunities would be to reintroduce the private

sector in the development and/or the ownership, operation, maintenance and management of

New Zealand correctional facilities. This has proved very cost effective in some Australian

jurisdictions, with no degradation of service levels and little community opposition after an

initial period of private sector involvement.
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APPENDIX A

TERMS OF REFERENCE
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APPENDIX B

ANALYSIS OF POTENTIAL COMPARATOR PRISONS

State/Territory Prison Status Type Current?

Not the
RPDP
architectual
team?

Similar
operational
objectives? Comments

Australian
Capital
Territory

Belconnen Remand
Centre Operational? Remand No

Australian
Capital
Territory

Periodic Detention
Centre Operational? Remand No

Australian
Capital
Territory

Symonston
Temporary Remand
Centre Operational? Remand No

Australian
Capital
Territory ACT

Under
construction Regional Yes Yes Yes

Good
comparator

New South
Wales Boys Town Closed Juvenile No No
New South
Wales Darlinghurst Gaol Closed Male No
New South
Wales Maitland Gaol Closed Male No
New South
Wales

Bathurst Correctional
Centre Operational Male No

New South
Wales

Berrima Correctional
Centre Operational Female No No

New South
Wales

Brewarrina (Yetta
Dhinnakkal) Centre Operational Male No

Minimum
security
only

New South
Wales

Broken Hill
Correctional Centre Operational

Male &
Fem No No

New South
Wales

Cessnock
Correctional Centre Operational Male No

Minimum
security
only/not
campus

New South
Wales

Cooma Correctional
Centre Operational Male No No

Old,
upgraded

New South
Wales

Dillwynia Women's
Correctional Centre Operational Female No

New South
Wales

Emu Plains
Correctional Centre Operational Female No

New South
Wales

Glen Innes
Correctional Centre Operational Male No Minimum

New South
Wales

Goulburn
Correctional Centre Operational Male No

Supermax
prison

New South
Wales

Grafton Correctional
Centre Operational

Male &
Fem No

New South
Wales

Ivanhoe (Warakirri)
Correctional Centre Operational Male

No Minimum
security
only

New South
Wales

John Morony
Correctional Centre Operational Male No No Old

New South
Wales

Junee Correctional
Centre Operational Male Yes

Yes, but
private

Private
Operator
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State/Territory Prison Status Type Current?

Not the
RPDP
architectual
team?

Similar
operational
objectives? Comments

New South
Wales

Kirkconnell
Correctional Centre Operational Male No

Minimum
security
only

New South
Wales

Lithgow Correctional
Centre Operational Male No No

Maximum
security
only

New South
Wales

Long Bay
Correctional Centre Operational Male No No Old

New South
Wales

Mannus Correctional
Centre Operational

Male &
Fem No

Minimum
security
only

New South
Wales

Metropolitan Remand
and Reception Centre
(MRRC) Operational Remand No

New South
Wales

Mulawa Correctional
Centre Operational Female No

New South
Wales

Oberon Correctional
Centre Operational Male No

Minimum
security
only

New South
Wales

Parklea Correctional
Centre Operational Male No

Young
Offenders

New South
Wales

Parramatta
Correctional Centre Operational Male No No Old

New South
Wales

Silverwater
Correctional Centre Operational Male No

Maximum
security,
Remand

New South
Wales

St Heliers
Correctional Centre Operational Male No 1987

New South
Wales

Tamworth
Correctional Centre Operational Male No

Northern
Territory Fannie Bay Gaol Closed Male No No

Maximum
security
only

Northern
Territory

Alice Springs
Correctional Centre Operational Male No No

Northern
Territory

Alice Springs
Juvenile Holding
Centre Operational Juvenile No

Maximum
security
only

Northern
Territory

Darwin Correctional
Centre/Berrimah Operational Male No No

Maximum
security
only

Northern
Territory

Don Dale Juvenile
Detention Centre Operational Juvenile No

Northern
Territory

Wildman River
Wilderness Work
Camp Operational Male No

Minimum
security
only

Queensland
Cleveland Youth
Detention Center Operational Juvenile No

Queensland Boggo Road Gaol Closed Male No

Queensland
Arthur Gorrie
Correctional Centre Operational Male No

Private
operator

Queensland
Borallon Correctional
Centre Operational Male No

Private
operator

Queensland
Brisbane Women's
Correctional Centre Operational Female No

Queensland
Capricornia
Correctional Centre Operational Male No No 2001
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State/Territory Prison Status Type Current?

Not the
RPDP
architectual
team?

Similar
operational
objectives? Comments

Queensland
Darling Downs
Correctional Centre Operational Male No No

Minimum
security
only

Queensland
Lotus Glen
Correctional Centre Operational Male No No

Maximum
security
only +
Farm

Queensland
Maryborough
Correctional Centre Operational Male

Yes,
2002 Yes Yes

Design
Basis for
Risdon

Queensland
Numinbah
Correctional Centre Operational Male No

Minimum
security
only

Queensland
Palen Creek
Correctional Centre Operational Male No

Minimum
security
only

Queensland

Rockhampton
Correctional
Centre/Etna Creek
Prison Operational Male No SFI

Queensland
Sir David Longland
Correctional Centre Operational Male No

Maximum
security
only

Queensland Toowoomba Prison Operational Male SFI SFI

Queensland
Townsville
Correctional Centre Operational Male

Old prison
being
updated SFI

Queensland
Wolston Correctional
Centre Operational Male No

Maximum
security
only

Queensland
Woodford
Correctional Centre Operational Male No

Maximum
security
only

South
Australia

Adelaide Gaol
(Closed) Closed Male No

South
Australia

Adelaide Pre-Release
Centre, Adelaide Operational Male No No

Minimum
security
only

South
Australia

Adelaide Remand
Centre, Adelaide Operational Remand No

South
Australia

Adelaide Women's
Prison, Adelaide Operational Female No

South
Australia

Cadell Training
Centre, Morgan Operational Male No Youth

South
Australia

Mobilong Prison -
Murray Bridge Operational Male No No Old 1987

South
Australia

Mount Gambier
Prison, Mount
Gambier Operational Male No

Private
Operator

South
Australia

Port Augusta Prison,
Port Augusta Operational Male No No

Aboriginal
Focus

South
Australia

Port Lincoln Prison,
Port Lincoln Operational Male No No

Minimum
security
only
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State/Territory Prison Status Type Current?

Not the
RPDP
architectual
team?

Similar
operational
objectives? Comments

South
Australia

Yatala Labour Prison,
Adelaide Operational Male No No

Old
Maximum
security
only

Tasmania Campbell Street Gaol Closed Male No

Tasmania
Risdon Correctional
Centre Construction Male Yes Yes Yes

Good
comparator

Tasmania
Cascades Female
Factory Operational Female No

Tasmania Hayes Prison Farm Operational Male No No

Minimum
security
only

Tasmania HM Prison Risdon Operational Male No No 1970

Tasmania
Hobart Remand
Centre Operational Remand No

Tasmania
Launceston Remand
Centre Operational Remand No

Tasmania
Risdon Women's
Prison Operational Female No

Victoria
HM Prison
Beechworth Closed Male No

Victoria HM Prison Fairlea Closed Female No No
Victoria HM Prison Geelong Closed Male No

Victoria
HM Prison Morwell
River Closed Male No

Victoria HM Prison Pentridge Closed Male No
Victoria HM Prison Sale Closed Male No
Victoria HM Prison Pentridge Closed Remand No No

Victoria
Old Castlemaine
Gaol Closed Male No

Victoria Old Melbourne Gaol Closed Male No

Victoria
HM Prison Won
Wron Closed? Male No

Victoria
Dame Phyllis Frost
Centre Operational Female No

Victoria
Fulham Correctional
Centre Operational Male

c 1997
but
"modern"

Yes, but
private

10 years
old/Private

Victoria
HM Melbourne
Assessment Prison Operational Remand No No

Victoria HM Prison Ararat Operational Male No No
Sex
Offenders

Victoria HM Prison Barwon Operational Male No

Maximum
security
only

Victoria HM Prison Bendigo Closed Male No

Victoria
HM Prison
Dhurringile Operational Male No No

Minimum
security
only

Victoria
HM Prison Langi Kal
Kal Operational Male No No

Minimum
security
only

Victoria HM Prison Loddon Operational Male c. 1990 Yes Yes

Non
Campus-
upgraded
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State/Territory Prison Status Type Current?

Not the
RPDP
architectual
team?

Similar
operational
objectives? Comments

Victoria
HM Prison
Tarrengower Operational Female No

Victoria Port Phillip Prison Operational Male No

Maximum
security
only

Victoria Port Phillip Prison Operational Remand No

Victoria
Turana Youth
Training Centre Operational Juvenile No No

Western
Australia Fremantle Prison Closed Male No
Western
Australia Acacia Prison Operational Male Yes

Yes, but
private

Private
Operator

Western
Australia Albany Prison Operational Male No No

Maximum
security
only, 1987

Western
Australia Bandyup Prison Operational Female No
Western
Australia

Banksia Juvenile
Detention Centre Operational Juvenile No

Western
Australia

Boronia Pre-release
Centre for Women Operational Female No

Western
Australia Broome Prison Operational Male No No

Small local
87
prisoners

Western
Australia Bunbury Prison Operational Male No No

1987
Upgraded

Western
Australia Casuarina Prison Operational Male No

Maximum
security
only

Western
Australia

Eastern Goldfields
Prison Operational Male No No

small 97
local

Western
Australia Greenough Prison Operational Male No Local
Western
Australia Hakea Prison Operational Male No Yes

Western
Australia Karnet Prison Operational Male No

Minimum
security
only

Western
Australia

Nyandi Womens
Prison Operational Female No

Western
Australia Pardelup Prison Operational Male No No

Minimum
security
only

Western
Australia

Rangeview Juvenile
Remand Centre Operational Remand No

Western
Australia Roeburne Prison Operational Male No No

Western
Australia Wooroloo Prison Operational Male No No

Minimum
security
only

Note: The table has not been completed in many cases once a specific prison has failed to

meet a selection criteria.
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APPENDIX C

SOURCE INFORMATION FOR COMPARATOR PRISONS

1. Excerpt from Tasmanian Department of Treasury and Finance website: Budget

Information, Chapter 7 – Infrastructure Investment

2. Excerpt from Tasmanian Department of Justice website: New Facilities - Prisons

Infrastructure Redevelopment Program

3. Excerpt from Tasmanian Department of Justice website: Building Information - Prisons

Infrastructure Redevelopment Program

4. Excerpt from Tasmanian Department of Justice website: General Information - Prisons

Infrastructure Redevelopment Program

5. Excerpt from ACT Corrective Services website: ACT prison

6. Media release regarding selected tenderer for ACT prison
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APPENDIX D

SECURITY CLASSIFICATION PRINCIPLES AND PRISON DESIGN

This outline of basic elements and drivers of prison design and cost, and the

relationship to prisoner classification was co-written by Corrections and the authors

of this review.

New Zealand’s principles of security classification (Corrections Regulations 2005 Part 5 –

Security Classification of Prisoners) provide that:

 A prisoner should be assigned the lowest level of security classification at which the

prisoner can safely and securely be managed given the assessment of the level of risk

posed by a prisoner

On a broad level, risk can be subdivided into internal and external risk. Internal risk

includes behaviour within the prison that endangers others and disrupts management of

the prison. External risk refers to the likelihood of the prisoner escaping in different

situations, smuggling of contraband, non-compliance with the conditions of temporary

release and release to work and risk of physical harm to the public. A prisoner’s history of

offending and the circumstances of the current offence are also relevant to the

determination of the risk to public safety.

 A prisoner who has been assigned a security classification must be placed and managed

within the least restrictive facility and regime that is consistent with his or her security

classification, to the extent that this is practicable (having regard to the availability of

accommodation and other resources).

New Zealand’s current security classification system identifies four specific classification

categories:

 Maximum security (males only)

Maximum security prisoners are prisoners who present a high level of risk in one or more

of the identified risk areas and require a very intensive level of supervision, and a very

high level of secure containment.

 [Medium-high] security

‘High medium’ security prisoners are prisoners who present a high risk of escape

combined with a moderate to high risk of harm to the public, and/or a moderate level of

internal risk, and require a high level of supervision and secure containment.

 [Medium-low] security

‘Low medium’ security prisoners are prisoners who present a low level of internal risk and

a low risk of escape but present sufficient risk of harm to the public to preclude their

suitability for privileges available to minimum security prisoners such as greater access to

temporary releases, release to work or working outside of the prison unsupervised (NB
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any ‘low medium’ prisoners that do work outside of the prison must do so under strict

supervision).

 Minimum security

Minimum security inmates present minimal risk in all of the identified risk areas and

require a low level of supervision and secure containment. These inmates are regarded as

having a sufficient level of responsibility, reliability and trustworthiness to comply with

temporary-release and release-to-work conditions and to work outside the institution

without strict supervision at the discretion of the Prison Manager.

A prisoner’s sentence plan takes into account the implications of their security classification

for access to programmes that address rehabilitative and/or re-integrative needs.

In terms of management regimes, and levels of supervision applied in prisons, it is the

transition from a medium-high to a medium-low security classification that has the most

impact. Long-term prisoners are most likely to start with either a maximum or medium-high

classification.

Eventual reclassification as a medium-low security prisoner will provide further access to re-

integrative activities and programmes. This helps to ensure that generally, all prisoners will

spend their sentences focused initially on safety and rehabilitation issues and then manage

towards re-integrative and treatment follow-up activities, with the aim that the risk to public

safety will decline as prisoners participate in programmes, treatment or counselling that

targets factors relating to their offending.

A number of other factors are taken into consideration when determining which unit a

prisoner will be placed into within their appropriate security classification. The most

important of these are:

 Segregation

Segregated prisoners require separation from mainstream prisoners because of their

crime type (e.g., sex crimes), occupation (e.g., police officers), or because they may have

given evidence convicting fellow prisoners. Prisoners who are considered to be at risk

because of their age, health and/or mental capacity may also be placed in segregated

units.

 At-Risk

These prisoners require specific types of care because of their mental state, placing them

‘at-risk’ to themselves or fellow prisoners.

 Special Focus Units

A number of special focus units exist within the prison system. These units are designed

to provide rehabilitative programmes for certain types of offenders (e.g., drug and alcohol

treatment units, and units such as Ti Piriti and Kia Marama which provide treatment

programmes for sex offenders). A number of Maori focus units and one Pacific Island
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focus unit also exist to provide rehabilitative programmes within an appropriate cultural

environment.

 Self Care Units

These units are designed to assist those prisoners who have served long sentences to re-

integrate back into the community. In these units prisoners are responsible for their own

cooking and laundry.

Like all complex social projects (e.g., schools, hospitals, etc), prisons require compromises to

be made between the many functional requirements (e.g., including accommodation units,

functional areas and security and access control) underpinning the design outcomes. The

compromises in prisons require a balance be struck between security, safety, functionality

and habitability, for functional requirements at each classification level.

As an example, accommodation units for maximum security prisoners lean heavily towards

the security and safety aspects at the expense of habitability aspects, and tend to be ‘hard’ in

construction with strong security elements, (e.g., doors, locks and windows) and habitability

compromises such as stainless steel toilets, and other ‘hard’ fittings. As the security level

decreases, the balance shifts between these aspects.
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APPENDIX E

IMPACT OF RMA PROCESS

To assist this review to properly contextualise and represent the role of the RMA in

determining or otherwise contributing to costs, Corrections provided the following

text.

The requirements of the RMA influence every large-scale project to be developed in New

Zealand. The development of the SHCF and ORCF regional prisons is no exception. The RMA

influenced the development of each prison from the selection of a suitable site, through to the

conditions, which each prison has to meet.

The Minister of Corrections is a requiring authority and has the ability to seek notices of

requirement for designations, as well as resource consents, for the development of prisons.

The process, and tests in the RMA, generally differs for both. In particular, the notice of

requirement process allows more flexibility in relation to what development is to be

authorised (both initially and in the long-term), while the resource consent process requires

detailed design to be complete from the outset. The site selection process is relevant to both

resource consent applications and notices of requirement, and is a factor that is considered by

the consent authority. This process (including preliminary environmental effects assessments)

has added to the timeframe involved for both SHCF and ORCF projects.

While consultation with the public is not mandatory under the RMA, it will often have a

beneficial project outcome. Firstly, it can assist the developer in better understanding the

effects of a development (which are often localised). Secondly, it can allow the public to

understand the development. For prison developments, it may have the added benefit of

overcoming public perceptions (fear) in relation to escapes and risks of such a facility being

developed.

All notices of requirement are publicly notified, allowing for input (submissions) from affected

parties and the public generally. Where a submission raises a valid RMA issue, there is the

opportunity to address that issue at the first instance council hearing. Conditions could be

offered by the Minister at this stage, or later after s/he has considered the council’s

recommendation on a notice of requirement. If there are appeals to the Environment Court,

further conditions could be offered or imposed.

Unlike some private developments, there is little scope to design a prison to avoid

submissions in opposition. This is due to a prison being an ‘unwanted development’ (as are

landfills, wastewater treatment plants, power lines etc). However, there is the opportunity to

meet valid submissions through the imposition of conditions on designations. There is also the

opportunity to accept conditions, which may have been ‘border-line’ from an effects

perspective in order to settle appeals and avoid further delay to a project. By way of example,

only one appeal was lodged in relation to the ORCF project, which was settled during
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Environment Court mediation. The condition in relation to the finish of the perimeter wall

could arguably be seen as being ‘border-line’, although the relevant district plan provision is

ambiguous in its requirement about glare.

The designation process allows flexibility for detailed design to be provided to the local council

at a later date, through the outline plan procedure. This process, which excludes input from

the public, can involve one or more plans to be lodged as the development proceeds. The

local council can recommend changes to the plan, which can be accepted or rejected by the

Minister. The local council could lodge an appeal with the Environment Court should it be

dissatisfied with the final decision. No appeals to the Environment Court resulted from the

outline plan process for any of the regional prison projects.

The outline plan process provides the opportunity for innovation through the final design of

buildings and layout. By way of example, the plans that were approved for both SAMCF (an

earlier name for the SHCF) and ORCF at the hearing stage involved ‘bubbles’ to show

buildings and their locations.

This consenting process has had a major influence on the RPDP. Time was of the essence in

the delivery of these projects, so achieving approval to start construction of the projects as

expeditiously as possible was a priority. As a result, conditions were accepted that in other

circumstances may have been challenged, in order to achieve completion dates rather than

optimise the costs of the projects. The timely completion of these projects is a credit to the

project teams.

The addressing of RMA requirements, for example ORCF settling without the need for an

Environment Court hearing, thereby avoiding a delay of 6-12 months) but with increased up-

front costs, is likely to be of overall benefit to Corrections.

Overall, the issues required to be considered by the consent authorities (and the Minister) are

not unlike those considered in Australian jurisdictions (such as under the Land (Planning and

Environment) Act 1991). However, the New Zealand public has a greater opportunity for

involvement and expects its concerns to be addressed. The RMA allows for such input. The

outcome can result in better testing of project environmental effects. However, it can also

result in greater up-front costs to the developer in order to avoid future delay or project

postponement. Examples of consenting process decisions affecting these facilities include:

 The level of screen planting (visual mitigation) and landscaping required at the facilities.

Planting at both SHCF and ORCF was split into general landscaping (both in and outside of

the secure perimeter) and screen planting to visually mitigate the effects of the prisons.

The requirement for both screen planting and general landscaping was extensive in terms

of number and size of the landscaping and plantings. In some cases, the requirement

appears to go beyond ‘reasonable’ visual mitigation, e.g. screening out the possibility of a
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distant glimpse of the SHCF Corrections Facility from one stretch of State Highway 1.

However these are requirements which Corrections must meet.

 The requirement that some planting was to be completed prior to construction, and that

most of the screen planting was to be completed prior to the opening of the facilities,

meant that there was no local prison labour to do this work. The security implications of

transporting prisoners from existing facilities to landscape and plant were assessed as

unacceptable. This resulted in higher than planned use of commercial landscapers and

planters and an increase in the upfront landscaping costs.

 As far as was possible, contractors were used to complete the landscaping and visual

requirements completed prior to opening the facilities. The prisoners will carry out work

that, as per the statutory approvals, can be completed after the opening of the facilities.

 The platform for the facility at SHCF was shifted to maintain the course of an ephemeral

stream, and to protect puna (springs), which are of spiritual importance to tangata

whenua. The first platform shift occurred prior to the Council hearing, in response to

concerns raised by tangata whenua during early consultation. This had the effect of

increasing the earthworks quantities from 700,000 cubic metres to 1,400,000 cubic

metres; doubling the volume of earthworks. This led to a commensurate cost increase.

The importance of the springs continued to be raised throughout the process (including at

the Council and by Environment Court hearings). The Environment Court required further

conditions to protect the puna (outright) rather than where practicable.

 At ORCF, the perimeter walls of the facility were required to have a low reflectance value

and a generally dull surface. The finish was to be chosen following consultation with

representatives of the Tokomairiro Awareness Group or Community Liaison Group. The

final finish chosen by Corrections was a pebble wash finish for aesthetic reasons, to blend

the facility into the background. This finish was enhanced with a landscaped bund to

further reduce the visual impact. Both of these requirements led to increased direct costs

but avoided lengthy delay costs.
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APPENDIX F

APPLICABLE PARTS OF BUILDING AND FIRE REGULATIONS

Corrections has advised that provision of an in-cell sprinkler system is a legislated

requirement under the Building Act 2004 and the Fire Services Act 1975 – text

provided by Corrections on these requirements is included below.

The relevant statutory regulations are set out under the Building Act 2004, C2 ‘Means of

Escape’, and C3 ‘Spread of Fire’. These provisions require that people are safeguarded from

injury whilst escaping to a safe place and when evacuating the building.

Automatic door locks are not provided to the cells and inmates are required to remain inside

the building to facilitate evacuation. An automatic sprinkler system is provided to control the

growth and size of a potential fire. The Building Act allows for Performance Based Specific

Designs to be prepared to meet the objectives of the Code. Within New Zealand, the accepted

level of risk of these designs is commonly benchmarked against the Acceptable Solutions,

referred to determinations prepared by the Department of Building and Housing.

The applicable Acceptable Solution, C/AS1, is a Compliance Document prepared by the

Department of Building and Housing in accordance with section 22 of the Building Act 2004. A

design utilising a Compliance Document is treated as having complied with the provisions of

the Building Code, although alternative solutions may also be prepared. C/AS1 requires all

detention facilities containing sleeping occupants to be protected with an automatic fire

sprinkler system AND a smoke detection system.

The Fire Service Act 1975, Section 21A, requires that where any building is used as a place

where accommodation is provided for more than 5 people (whether on an overnight, short-

term, or long-term basis) and the building is not sprinkler-protected, the National Commander

may require the owner of that building to make provision for a scheme which provides for

evacuation from the scene of a fire to a place of safety outside the building.

For people in lawful detention, the National Commander may require the owner of that

building to make provision for a scheme which, in the case of a building which is sprinkler-

protected, provides for evacuation from the scene of a fire to some other place of safety

(whether within or outside the building), and in the case of a building which is not sprinkler-

protected, provides for evacuation from the scene of a fire to a place of safety outside the

building.

Regulation 16 of the Fire Safety and Evacuation of Buildings Regulations requires that where

evacuation is to be to a place inside the building (i.e. a Staged Evacuation), the building is to

be fitted with an automatic sprinkler system complying with NZS4541 Automatic Fire

Sprinkler Systems.
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Therefore, should the buildings not be sprinkler protected, all inmates would need to be

readily able to evacuate to a place outside the building immediately upon activation of the fire

alarm system, including for malicious activations, as it would not be permissible for staff to

investigate the origin of the activation while inmates remain within the building.

On the basis that a Staged Evacuation is required, it is therefore not possible to attempt to

design corrections facilities within New Zealand where the buildings are not sprinkler

protected.
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APPENDIX G

ATTENDING TO THE NEEDS OF MĀORI AND PACIFIC PEOPLES

To assist this review to properly contextualise and represent the role of attending to

the needs of Māori and Pacific Peoples, Corrections provided the following text.

Addressing re-offending by Māori and Pacific offenders is a high priority for the Department.

Because they are disproportionately represented in the criminal justice system, the

Department is committed to providing quality programmes and services that are effective for

Māori and Pacific peoples.

Studies show that providing effective interventions to Māori and Pacific peoples places cultural

values, philosophies and practices to the forefront. This principle has been enacted into law

through the Corrections Act 2004. The Act requires cultural backgrounds of offenders to be

taken into account when managing offenders and when designing and implementing

rehabilitation and reintegration initiatives.

Māori, in particular, are over-represented in the criminal justice system. Māori prisoners

make up 49.9% of the total prison population while making up 14.5% of New Zealand’s total

population.

Finding solutions that work for Māori is essential and Māori themselves are best placed to help

the Department do this. In this context, partnerships with Māori are vital for Corrections to

provide effective and responsive services to Māori.

Partnerships with Māori benefit the Department in a number of ways, including:

 Better informed design and delivery of services for Māori.

 Improving the Department’s understanding of Māori.

 Enhancing links between Māori and the Corrections system.

Corrections has established specific partnerships with Māori around the development of new

corrections facilities. Through these partnerships, the Department works with Māori to

design, develop and operate prisons that will be more effective for Māori in terms of

rehabilitation and reintegration.

 Reflecting the objective of the Regional Prisons Policy, the new facilities have been built in

locations allowing prisoners to serve their sentence close to whanau and other support

networks. Connection with whanau (family) is considered a key motivational element to

achieving changes in offending behaviours and an aid to reintegration and rehabilitation

objectives.

 Māori cultural approaches to reducing re-offending are essential to achieving equitable

results for Maori.
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 Immersion in cultural programmes is intended to assist in the development of a lasting

self-identity and suitable cultural spaces need to be provided for this to occur.

 The cultural centres at each facility provide a Māori cultural focus on a collective (group)

approach to challenging offending behaviours.

Partnerships with local iwi and hapu have been established in all four new facility locations.

In their role as Kaitiaki or guardians of the site, these representatives are actively involved in

the development and construction of each facility, including:

 Input into the design of new facilities.

 Providing evidence into Resource Management Act processes.

 Involvement in the recruitment and training of staff.

 Administrative and project management support.

Once the facilities are complete, Kaitiaki will have an ongoing and evolving role in the

operation of the sites, supporting the rehabilitation and reintegration of prisoners at each

facility. The deliverables at each facility will vary with the capacity and capability of individual

Kaitiaki, but may include:

 Ensuring the appropriate use of Tikanga Māori at each site.

 Designing and delivering tikanga and other rehabilitative programmes on-site.

 One-on-one support for prisoners.

 Helping prisoners to build supportive community and whanau links before their release.

Underpinning the above, the Department has regard for the principles of the Treaty of

Waitangi in the provision of services. The statutory requirement under the Resource

Management Act for consultation with tangata whenua is also recognised by the Department,

and the issues raised during consultation have influenced the built environment. For

example, at the Spring Hill Corrections Facility conditions have been imposed about the

protection of puna (emphemeral springs) adjacent to the secure perimeter.

Like Māori, Pacific people are over-represented in the criminal justice system. While they

account for 6% of the general population, they make up around 10% of the prison population.

By 2013, the national Pacific prison population is forecast to grow by 76%.

Pacific prisoners are generally based in the North Island, are younger than their Māori and

Pakeha counterparts, and the majority are serving sentences for violence or sex crimes.

The Department of Corrections established the Pacific Peoples Regional Corrections Liaison

Committee (PPCRLC) in 2000 to ensure Pacific communities were fully consulted in the most

culturally appropriate manner. This was important because the Department needed to ensure

that both the Auckland Regional Women’s Corrections Facility and the Spring Hill Corrections
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Facility were best placed to provide for the rehabilitation and reintegration needs of Pacific

offenders and the Pacific community.

The PPRCLC was instrumental in the development of New Zealand’s first Pacific Focus Unit at

the Spring Hill Corrections Facility. This Unit will create a therapeutic environment that will

enhance the motivation of Pacific prisoners to address their offending needs, provide effective

rehabilitation and reintegration programmes that address the needs of Pacific prisoners, and

support an environment where all participants are actively involved in learning, engaging and

role modelling pro-social behaviour based on Pacific values.

With the successful opening of the Auckland Region Women’s Corrections Facility, the PPRCLC

has been disbanded. A new Pacific committee is been developed to focus on the

commissioning of the Spring Hill Corrections Facility.


